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The purpose of this paper is to provide an alphabetized annotated

bibliography of some measurement ins trumnte which are used in screening

end formulating diagnoses. Descriptive information is provided for
4

each test. Information about these test- -AS obtained fram test copies,

manuals, and publisher catalogues.',Siace tests are frequently revised

and new forms or manuals issued, anyone interested in using a particular

test should consult the publisher' most current catalogue before purchaae-.

In some cases, evaluative statements from various sources were in-

cluded in the summary of the test.. Generally, these evaluations have

been taken from one of the Mental Measurement_ Yearboo Buros,

Editor. These and other sources of eval -tive reviews ar_ listed in the

references. It is inevitable,in a condensation of this type that impor-

tant information may be omitted. The interested educator is urged to

consult the original reference, such as the test manual or the review,

before making any final evaluations. A few frequently used tests have---

been included with reviewer's commen s to point out the iaadvisability

of using those particular tes s.

Inclusion of any test in this bibliography should not be construed

as a recoMmendation by the Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary

Education.
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Several components are included in each test summary. The following

points should be con idered when reading the summaries:

Title. The title -f the test is not always the name moSt frequently

used when educatQra refer to the test. The author's name is often used

in place of the actual title, e.g. the Develo mental Test of Visual Motor

Integration is often called the "Beery."

Date. The date refers to the most recent revision of a test When

this information was available. The original edition of a test may have

been published in 1933 and a revised edition made available in.1972.

some cases, the original and revised versions may be virtually identical;

ho ever, the inference is made that the "revised" edition constitutes an

update of the test. The interested educator should-refer both editions

and critics' reviews to see what changes, if any, w_ e made ia the original

edition,

Author. In cases where more than o e person authored a test, all

names listed in the source are included.

Re. The range of the test may be stated in terms of chronological

age (ages 3-6) or grade placement (grades K-12). Information on levels

available is included after the age or grade range. For example, "Grades

1-6; 2 levels indicates that the test is available for two different

grade ranges. One level may be for grades 1-3 -nd a second level for

grades 4-6. The catalogue should be consulted for more information on

the range of each level.

Administration. A test will be described as a group administered

test or an individually administered test. Of course, a group test

could alsobe administered to an ind vidual student. Following this infor-

mation is the estimated time for test administration'. If alternate forms

are available which are intended to be equivalent in content, difficu



Tetea, this is stated after the administra ion time. If a trained exam-

iner is required to administer the test, this is mentioned after time

or forms.

Description. in this section tests may be referred to by their

nitials only. For example, Matro-olitan Readiness Tests may be referred

to as T. A general description of the test, as well as reviewers' com-

ments are proVided in this section. A commen- from revie_ in the

Mental Maasurements Yearbook includes the critic's last name, the edition

-number and MMY (Smith, 7th MMY). Other reviews are referred to by

the autho _ name and the year of publication, e.g. (Tones, 1970). A

few tests are described with no further information provided. These

tests are well known but would not be used often in a public scbool set-

tings as few personnel wciuld be trained to administer and interpret them.

Ipformation about the population upon which the test

tandardized is included under "Development." In many instances

number of individuals in the sample may be approximate. Informationthe

on the normative population has been condensed for t_ ts when extensive

descriptions were provided in the manual. If a test is being considered

-for use, the manual or technical report should be consulted. It should

be determined if the Sample upon which the test was standardized is

representative (in terms of race, community size, socioeconomic class,

ete. ) of the stud--ts to be assessed with that test.

Reliability. It is important th _ information on reliability in

the test manual or technical report be evaluated if one is considering

a particular test. It would be impossible to meaningfully condense numer--:.

ous studies related to reliability whieh are available for some:tests.

'Other tests.do not report information on reliability. It may require

many years before adeqUate reliability information is accumlated



of such information should not automatically result in discontinued use

of the test. However, careful consider tion should be given before

using such a test to make important decisions regarding a student's
4

educational future.

licrialMx. The comments under "4eliability"are also appropriate

for "Validity."

Publisher. This section includes the most recent avai able name

and address of the publisher or distributor of the test.

6
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Vision and hearing screening tests may be given by someone trained

to une these specialized instruments. This individual would most likely

be the school nurse. Those children who show possible defects in vision

or hearing on the screening test should be referred to the appropriate

specialist for a thorough and intensive professional examination.

The following are devices which may be used for screening visual

acuity:

AO School Vision Screening Test.
Keystone-Telebinocular
Ortho-Rater
Titmus Vision Tester

IThe following companies manufacturer audiometers which are used

far screenin3 auditory acuity:

Ambco Electronics
Beltone Electronics Corpo-ation
Eckstein Brothers, Inc.
Grason-Stadier
Haico Hearing Instruments
Tracor, Inc.
ZenitItHearing Instrument Corporation

.Intelligence

The tests listed in this category are usually administered to obtain

an overall estimate of the subject's general level of functioning capa-

city. They are not designed for the purpose of analyzing the characte -

istics of the subject s learning problems_or_for_determining appropria e

remedial strategies.

California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity
Cognitive-Abilities Test (Primary Battery)
Hiskey-Nebraska Test of Learning Aptitude
Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Tests, Multi7Level Edition
Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test, Primary Battery
Otis-Lennon Mental AbilitY Test
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
'Slosson Intelligence Teat
SRA Primary Mental Abilities Test
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Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale, Third Revision
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Revised

.

Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence

Social7Edotional

Although social-emotional problems are often best assessed through

observation and other informal techniques, there are fo:-al instruments

available to assess the appropriateness of certain behaviors. Hest

of the tests in this section can be Administered in a nonclinical setting.

Adaptive Behavior Scales
Bender-Gestalt Test
CairerLevine Social Competency Scale
Devereux Adolescent Behavior Rating Scale
Devereux Child Behavior Rating Scale
Devereux Elementary School Behavior Rating Scale
Vineland Social Maturity Scale
What I Like to Do

Early Screening

According to the handbook develoepd by the_ Missouri Department of

Elementary and Secondary Education, "Guidelines for an Early Childhood

Screening Program," the definition of screening is the "use of relatively

simplie devices administered on initial contact with the population which

are valid and reliable;in terms of determing relative normalcy." The

instruments in this Section are designed to assist in identifying the

needs of children at an early age - usually prior to entering kindergarten.

Cooperative Preschool Inventory
Denver Developmental Screening Test
First Grade Screening Test
Pre-School Kindergarten Readiness inventory
Screening Test of Academic Readiness
Vane Kindergarten Test

Speech

Often a distinction is not made between speech" and age."

Speech:disorders are generally considered.to be difficult n aound
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production. These would include articulatory defects, stuttering, cleft-

palate speech, or vocal defe7ts (faulty 'pitch, quality or intensity).

Arizona Articulation Proficiency Scale
40bio Tests of-Articulation and Perception of Sounds
Predictive Screening Tesi of Articulation
Riley Articulation and Language Teat

.

Templin-Darley Tests of Articulation

LauaandConce-re

LangUage is the system used for human communication. Unlike speedh

Met is more related to mechanical reproduction of sounds, language is

related to the expression of thought_ and understanding of ideas. The

development of language aid concept formation is dependent-upon a baCk-

id of experience.

Basic Concept Inventory, Field.Researdh Edition
Boehm Test of Basic Concepts
Illinois Test of PsYcholinguistic Abilities
Northwestern Syntax Screening Test
Preschool Language Scale
Utah Test of Language Development

Auditory Perception

The tests included here are probably best used for asse _ing highly

specialized auditory skills such as auditory discrimination or auditory

memory. TheY should be given after auditory acuity has been checked.

The use of these various auditory tests to identify children as potential

school failures, as readiness for school measures or as predictors of

reading achievement is not recommended.

Auditory Discrimination Test
Obldmen-Fristoe-Woodcock Auditory Skills Test Battery
Goldman-,Fristoe-WOodcock Test of Auditory Discrimination
Kindergarten Auditory Screening Test
Ohio Tests of Articulation and,Perteption Of Sounds
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Visual Perception and Visual-Motor Integration

Like the auditory perception tests, visual perception tests are

most efficiently used to assess specific visual skills such as visual
4

discrimination or visual memory. They should be administered after

visual acuity has been checked. It also should not be assumed that

these tests may be used efficiently as predictors of reading achievement

or overall school success. In selecting and using one of these tests,

one whould take into consideration tite fact that most testa of visual

perception also invol fine-motOr skills; thus he term visual-motor

integration."

Bender Gestalt Tests
Benton Revised Visual Retention Test
Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration
Marianne Frostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception
Motor-Free Visual Perception Test
Perceptual Forms Test
Primary Visual Motor Test
Purdue Perceptual Motor Survey

or

Moat assessment of gross motor skill employs informal observation

tedhuiques. Gross motor activities are those activities which primarily

involve the mov- ent of large muscles.

Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor Development Scale
Purdue Perceptional Motor Survey .

Djsabilities

The tests listed in the "Learning Disabilities category are de-

_ed to measure a variety of abilities WhiCh may interfere with success

in :chool. These may include a combination of skills such as visual And,
r---

auditory perception, gross and fine motor or language skills which may

be assessed by other devices also.:



Behavior Rating Scale
Meeting Street School Screening Teat
Pre-Reading Screening Procedures
Pupil Rating Scale
Screening Tests for Ident-;.fying Chiliren with Specific

Language Disability
Specific Language Disability Test
Valett Developmental Survey of Basic Learning Abilities

Reading Readiness

Readiness tests are group tests and are commonly given at the end

of kindergarten or be- -nning of first grade. They have been developed

to evaluate the Child s readiness for academic tasks, especiallyr.

Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests: Readiness Skills
Lee-Clark Reading Readiness Tes
Metropolitan Readiness Tests
Herphy-Durrell Reading Readiness Analysis

Tests used to assess rending performance may-be survey tests or

diagnostic tests* A survey reading test is desi-i-ad to give an indica-

tion of the level of difficulty at whidh the subject can read or a

general level of comprehension* A diagnostic test is designed to g ve

a more detailed analysis of reading skills. General achievement testa

also may-include reading subtests whidh assess overall.lavel of readin

ability*

Survey
Classroom Reading Inventory
Durrell Listening-Reading Series
Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests
New Developmental Reading Tests (Intermedia e)
New Developmental Reading Tests (Primary)
Standard Reading Inventory

Diagnostic

Hotel Reading Inventory
Diagnosel&Reading Scales
Doren Diagnostic Reading Test
Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty
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Gates-Maillop Reading Diagnostic Test
Gilmore Oral Reading Test
Gray Oral Reading Test
McCullough Word-Analysis Tests
Silent Reading Diagnostic Tests

4Standord Diagnostic Reading Test
Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests

Arithmetic

Standardized tests of arithmetic generall- fall into two types. One

of test assesses a subject's specific strengths and weakensses.

Sone of the tests of this type provide a profile of skills which may be

helpful in planning remedial programa. The other type of standardized

arithmetic test is the general aChievement test which includes an arith-

metic subtest as part of the complete battery. This type of assessment

tests overall level of arithmetic functioning but does not diagnose

specific skills; or deficfts.

-Diagnostic Chart for Fundamental Processes in Arithmetic
Diagnostic.Tests and Self-Helps-in Arithmetic
KeyMath Diagnostic Arithmetic Test
Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test

General Achievement

' Tests usually contain arithmetic -7d reading subtests and may include

a spelling subtest. Gene al achievement tests survey overall level of

functioning and thus are not most efficient to use for diagnostic pur-

poses.

Peabody Individual Achievement Test
Stanford Early School Achievement (Level I)
Wide Range Achievement Test



Title: Adaptive Behavior -cads

196

zuo Nihira, Ray Foster, Max Shellhaas end Meaty Leland

Ages land over; 2 levels

tration: Individual rating; 2 25 minutes

ts:

Description:

Developmen

Reliability:

Val yt

,

The ABS is a sat of 111 items covering 24 areas of social
and personal behavior. Its major:purpose'is te evaluate
the subject's effectiveness in coping with environMental
demands. The ABS was designed tO follow the definitiw
of adaptive behavior of the:American Association on Mantel
Deficiency. It was developed fpr use with emotionally
disturbed and mentally retarded sublects. The tatintatele
may be completed by any individual Who is wellacquainted:
with the subject. Hiller (7th MMY) stated-that the ABS
should-beA:seful-inproviding,essential information far:

---making dacisiens About the mentally retaided. Atcording
--td-SaMMall (7th MHY), the ABS is potentially gseful but

needs mere research on reliability and validity, and More
extensive standardization.

The ABS was standardized on a sample of 2,800 pgtients
from 63 residential institutions for the retarded in:the
U.S. The sample was stratified by sex, intelligence, and
age.

Inter-tater reliabilities reportedly ranged __o .40
to 86 for the adult level.

According to Miller (7th MMT), some studiesare cited
as evidence of validity and future studies will probab
continue to validate the ABS.

American Association en Mental Deficiency
5201 Connecticut AvenueN.W.
Washington, D.C. 20015

13



Title: 41ton-a Ar

Date: 1970

_Culation Prof ciency'Scale

Author: Janet Barker Fudala

Range: liental ages 2-14 and over

Administration: Individual; 20 minutes

Description: The AAPS is a numerical scale of articulatory proficiency.
It is based on the assumption that the more frequently
a sound is misarticulated, the greater is the=grtidulatOry
pgdblem.

Development: The standardization population Consis ed of 700 boys and
girls, ages 3-0 to 11-11, in the Seattle Public Schodls.
Children with gross deviations In hearing,,Mental ability,
emotional stability,'or neurological functioningwere

.

eliMidated. Children froM 16 preschoolo Were also inCluded.
No clear description is given of the samOle.

Reliab i

V dity:

Publ her'

Y: A test-retest reliability Coefficient of .96 with a one-
week test interval was reported for.105 children.

A correlation of .92 was reported between the AAPS and
10 speech pathologists' ratings of 45 Children.'

Western Psychological Services
'12031-Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90025



Date:_ =1973

Author: Tosepb H. Wepman

Range: Ages 5-8 (and above)

ministration: Individual: 5 minutes 2 forms

D sCrimination Test

Jlescription: The Wepman ADT is used for measuring sound discrimination
-

among young children and has also been used in:diagnosin&
older children experiencing speech or reading difficultied.
Varions atudies have: indicated that Children.witharticU7:,
latipn problems are very likely to score_low in this teat.
DiCarlo (Oth ).MY) reviewed the ADE, giving it a good overall_
rating.

Development: The standardization population conaiated of 1,000 children
ages 5 to 8, from New York, Illinoid and lowa Socioeconomic:
statils, ethnic group* urban-rural classification, parental
education level and other variables were Considered.

Reliab _y: Test-reteat reliability,coefficient of '.91 and .95 were
reported for samples of 109 and 279. An equivalent-form
coefficient of .92 was reported. A coefficient of .62
was reported on the diffiCulty of the phodeme'comparisons
for a sample of 67.

Validity: Various studies have been undertaken to investigate the
validity. These were summarized in the ADT manual.

Publisher: Language Research-AssociatesT-Inc.
175 East Delaware Place
Chicago, Illinois 60811

15



T e: Rasic Càncept InventorY, Field Rase

pate: 1967

Author: Siegfried E En
4

Range: Preschool andiCindergarten

Admini tration: individual; 15 minutes

Description: The ECI is a criterion-referenced checklist ef basic co -
cepte frequently used-in .verbal directions which _ern con-
sidered necessary for's child nreParing for .beginning-
academic tasks. -It was,PrimarilY .desigOed .for use with
"experientially-deprived 'a.ad esotionally4isturbed.children."
Its use with slow learners and -the mentallYxetarded'is
also mentiosed-' Nuch of the nianuai-is :devote 'to'suggeseions
for instruction to the classroom t'acher-._ 011:12est be
used since thaBCI is 4:Tesearch edition.- HOwever, --)tandiesa,';,
(7th MMY) felt that.--the.B01 would be useful to any teaCherl,
interested in diagnostic testing. McCartIy (7th MMY):
believed that the BCI has some merit if used cautiously.

Development: No information was available.
.

Reliability: No information was available.'

Validity: No information was available.

Publisher: Follett Publishing CompanY
1010 West Washington Boulevard
Chicago, Illinois 60607
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Title: Behavior Rating Scale

Date: 1975..

Authors: Veral e B. Hardin and Robert F. Busch

Primary grades

Administration: Teacher'rating; 10-15 minutes

Description: The BRS is a checklist to be-used:by the asset:dam teecher
identifying children with4otsible learningdieabillties,;
The BRS,thecklist;:consists of.60 observable charaeteris-
ticd.of the:primary:gradeatudent. The:fent area*.AO
eluded are Visual Perception-, Auditor/ PereePtien0-' Language
and Motor Development.

Development: As this is a new instrument, informat on is
able on deVelopment and reliability.

One study hes beendone atthis-tite whiCh indicated that-,
the BRS, if Used with the Cognitive Abilities Test:(group
intelligence test) and-Knewledge of LettericHamesand
Sounds (from the Stinford Earl School'AchleveMent Test
had a correlation coefficient of -.59.

Validity:

t'

Pub her:

-yet

Lucgs Brothers Publishers
909 Lowry
.Columbia, Hissouri 65201

17



Title: Bender-Geatalt Test

Date: 1946

Author: _Laurette Fender

Age 4 and over,

Administration:

Description:

Pub -her:

Individual: 10 minu
trained examiner

16

The original Bender-Gestalt _Is the V
Test by. Bender. -It:.consists desIgns to be copi

,the subject:an-vaper. Various other tests tspresent a-
tions'and modifications in administrative -procednre scoring,
or expanded interpretive procedures, rather-rhanchangea-:in
test .material. The-most exteneive,work,in-,adapting%tbetest
has been done by'Koppitr-. The rest has beer: nsed'for.i
variety of clinical purposes: predictdr.of school-fachieve-
mant, indidator, of-emotional disturbande orbrain-injury,
and A measure of,visual:perception- ;Bender and-others- :

hypothesized .that dhildren-with, normal intelligence, without
personality deviations or organic brain .disorders,-.tend to
copy designs in a:predictable manner. -Thin instrument is
used primarily by clinidians and research workers as .a
diagnostic or experimental technique. Fnrther information
is included in Buros Third, Fourth, Fifth, Six, and Seventh-,
Mental Measurements Yearbooks.

The Pyachological Corp.
304 East 45th Street
New York, New York 10017

is

_



_
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Title:- Benton Revised Visual Retention Test

Date: 1974,

Arthur L. Benton

Age 8-adult

Admiiistration: Individual; 25 minutes trained examiner required

dription: The RVRT is a clinical and research Instrument designed:
to measure viival memory, visual perception, and visual
motor coordination. It is Used to supplement-examinations-
of persons' Suspected of abnormality or impairment.

Publisher; The Pyschological Corp,
304 East 45th Street
New Yotk, New_rPrk_10017_=
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Title: Boehm Tee of Basic Condepts

Author:

Range:

Admins

Ann E. Boehm
4

Grade K-2

ation: Group; 30 minutes in 2

Description:

Bevel nt:

Reliability:

Validity:

Publisher:

sessions; 2 bookie not equivaient)

The ETBC was designeclto asseis beginning school children's
knowledge of frequently,Used basic concepts. _It is comprised
of two booklets, each 'containing 25 items. The booklets are
not intended to be- equiValent formsp.hut-arehoth-tu-be'-
administered. 8Wggestions are_made.in the.manual on'how
to use.the results to plan remedial_instruction. Ii,appears
that the testis not of great value:for'firSt-graders from
middle or upper socioeconomic level's and for most secOnd
graders.(McCandless, 7th MMY). All reviewers,in'the 7th'
MMY felt that the BTIC was basiCally well-developed.

The standardization population con tit of g ,7oo: chIldren
enrolled in kindergarten, grade one and grade two in sixteen

: cities across the U.S. Midyear norms were .obtained from
children in five cities. The subjects were described by
city,- grade and socioeconomic level.

Split-half reliability coefficients ranging between .68
and .10 for the total score Were reported.

No evidence except "face" validity was reported..

Pyschological Corp.
304 East 4th Street
New York, New York 10017
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Date:

Anthor:

1970

Morton Bo:el

Pupils in gr
lower

2 whose reading -evels are fourth grade or

t ation: Individual; 40 minutes; 2 forms

Description: The EU is au informalveading inVentory,00nsisting of
four subtests'deaigned to aid the teachev-in,estimating,
the-instruCtional, independent4nd'fruatration reading
levels of children-and to evaluate knowledge:of aelected
phonics and relatedskills.. lihe:tubteats Colter Word
XecognitionOtord,opposites, phonics master' endspelling
Te:.11RI could be useful at' an informal asiestment;:hoW
ever, the reading teacher could gather:_aa much information
from her own informal reading itrventory

Dev'elopment: The BRI is not a standardized.test

Reliability was reported for Word Recognition and Word
Opposites subtests only.

Validity: Validity was reported or Word Recognition aad Word
Oppositea subtests only.

-Publisher: Follett Publishing Company
2020 West_Wa.shington Boulevard
Chicago, Illinois ,60607



Title: Cain-Levine Social Competency

1963

Authors:, Leo F. Cain, Samuel Levine and Freeman F. E

Range: , Ages 5-13

Administration: Individual rating; 10 minu-es'

Description: The Ca n-Levine is a 44-item behavioral rating scale
deSigned to estimate the Oodial,cOmpetence:OUtrainable'-:
mentallY tetardesiehildren. -There000ndent 00414 be
one:whp is well acquainted with'the-chilcVsuchas hie
mother, teacher, or Watd-persehhel. The:items4re in
fqur subscales:; Selfhelp Initiative, lacial.Skills
and CoMmunicatien.HSubscales:Wquld be useful in planning
and.evaluatingLindividual piegrams.

Developme The standardization population eonsiated of 700 trainable
mentally:retarded children in California. The-iatellir
gende quotients ranged from 25 through59, and mental:
ages ranged froaLtwo through seven-years. ,Data en, per-
ents education, incode an&OCCUpation ate:provided.

--Reliability: Test retest:reliability coefficients for 35 subjects
over a period of three weeks teportedly ranged,from
.88 to .97, with an overall'coeffidient of .98,0

Va ty.:

Publiisher:

No data on validity were reported in the manual. A
discussion of item selection procedu es was included.

Consulting Psychologists Press
577 College Avenue
Palo Alto, California 94306
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Title: California Sho rm Test of Mental urity

Date: 1963

Authors: alizabeth T. Sullivan, Willis W. Clark and Ernest Tiess

Range: Grades Kradult; 8 levels

Admini tration: Group; 35-45 minutes

Descripti

Development: Approximately 39,000 subjects from 49 states in the U.S.
were tested for the 1963 revision. Cans deration was given
to geographic region, school population, school grade and
community size.

Reliability: Reliability coefficien s for the total score were reported
as ranging from .91 to .95, with the exception of Level 0
which was .78. Coefficients were also reported for sections
and variables.

The CSFTMM is an adaptation of the Californie_Test_of
Mental_Maturity. Both were designed to provide,7informa7
tion about functional capacities thar AreAiasic:tojearning,
problemrsolving, and responding tciA:tew ettiationsThe
California rests were patterned after thetanfordBittet...:
The,complete batteryAs divided intoLanguage::and Nonr
Language sections. Each.aection yields an:l(T,4ndMentel
age. Reviews in the Mental MeaauremenWlearbooksare'.,
mixed. However, there seems-.to be general agreement that
it is questionable to use Levels 1 and 2 tO evaluate younger
children.

Comparisons were made between the CSFTHH and other standard-
zied tests of mental ability. The correlatior(toefficienta
were reported in the technical report.

California Teat Bureau
McGraw-Hill RoOk-Company
Del Monte Research Park
Monterey, California:93940

23
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Title: Classroom Reading Inventory

-Date: 1969

Author: Nicholas J. Silva oli

Range: Grades 2-8

Admini ration: IndiVidual; spe1lingsurveymay -be group a red;
12-15 minutes; 2 forms

Description: The CRI was designed as, a diagnostic tool for the elemen-
tary classroota teacher who has no prior experience with
group or individual diagnostiutests. lhe pUrpose, Of the
CRI is to help the teacher determine the:hearingdapac#y
independent, instructional, and frustratiOn levels. The
CRI:consists of graded wordlists1Pert
paragraphs (Part II) and spelling'surVey-,(Pitt The:
booklet only is purchabed; ami the Publisher grante per7
mission to reproduce the necessary:portioneJroM thej000k
let. Even though the manual stateivetherwise, acme degree
of sophistication would be necessary to interpret the
results-of-this inventory.

Development: No information was given:on the developuant of the inventory
with the exception of references used for readability mea-
sures.

Reliability: No information was reported in the manual.

Valdity:

Publisher:

1

No information was reported in the manual,

William C. Brown Company Publishers
135 South ,Locust Street
Dubuque, Iowa 52001
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T_ CognitiveAbilities Tes (Primary Batte

Date: 1968

Autho Robert L. Thorndike, ElizabeARagen and Irving Lorge

Range: Grades K-3

Adminis ratio4: Group; 1 hour in two sessions; 2 forms

Description: .The CAT is part of an integrated series of group intelli-
gence tests. It can be followed by the multi-level edition:
of the CAT,. Normative links between the two testa make
is possible to obtain temperable teat scores across 14
grades. The CAT uses pictUres and oral direttions which
eliminate the influence of 'reading skills. According
to Cox (7th MMY) there art few group tests designed to
measure cognitive ability in the early grades. Re further
stated that t,he practical features oUthe CAT are iipressive
but further reliability and validity data Are needed.

evelopment: The normative samples for the CAT were drawn from a'cress.
section of schools which were used in the Lor e-Thorndike
(1800000 pupils in 40 states)

Reliahility: Reliability coefficients were reported as being near .90
at each grade level (samples of 300 at each level).

Validity: 'No validity data were given, with'the exception of a
factor analysis_ of the CAT and grade level 3 of the kno:
Thorndike. This analysis showed that 83 percent of the
variance was accounted for by a "general reasoning" factor.

Publisher: Houghton Mifflin
53 West 43rd Street
Nesi York, New York 10036
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Title: Cooperative Preschool Inventory

Date: 1970

Author: Bettye H. Caldwell

e: s 3-64

Administration: Individual; 15 minutes

Description:= The CPI was designed te be a brief assessment and screen-
ing procedure for young children. :The originalAlUtpOte
was te measure a child'sconcepts and basie:inforMitiolh
prior tcvhis:anrollment at Head Start. '71iaA970:*araion
is reduced considerably in length:from,the 19087Version.

Development The4itandardization of the-reVised edition took place
in elevem-HeadrStart,centert. More subjectswereteeted
between the ages of 4 years and $ yeare 57tonthathan
at either extreme'.

Re Reliability coefficients
ranged.from 086 to .92.

fo the age Loupe:reportedly

Validity: Validity coeffidietta,between the CPI and theptanford-
Binetm.were reported ranging from..39 to .65.-

Publisher: Educational Testing Service
Cooperative Tests and Services
Box 999
.Prineeton New Jersey-08540
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Title: Denver Developmental Screening Test

Date: 1970

Authors: William Frankenburg and

Range: 2 weeks to 6 years

Adminis ation: Individual; 25 mi utes

The DDST was designed to be a sill:role instrument for the
detection of children with serious developmental-delays.
It may be used by persons with no training in psyChological-
testing. The DDST is composed of 105 items whiCh measure
development in four:areas: personal-socigl, fine-motor
adaptive, language, and gross motor. Accordinuto Werner
(7th MMY) the DDST is most useful in the 30menth to 4:
year-range. The languagesubtest is possibly unfair to
minority group children. The authors of the DDST caution
users that the test was not designed as a diagnostic tool,
to yield a developmental or mental age, or an intelligence
quotient.

Des iption:.

h Dodds

Development: A total of 240 items was selected form a survey of more
than 12 infant and preschool teriits. One hundred five
items which met established criteria todOtiee the final
instrument. The 105 items were chosen on the:basis of
a pretest by four medical students. ,The standardization
group contined 1,000 normal Children betweenthe ages
of 2 weeks and 6 years,:4 months in Denver, Colorado.

Reliability: Test-retest reliabilities and interexaminer reliabilities
reported were based on small sempleS ofehildren (20, and
12) representing a Wide ege range 12 Menthe tO 54 yearis
A tester-obser4er reliability study of7.6'dhildren (4 to-
77 months) And,a testretest study(7:daYsapart) of-_186
children (1.5 to16 Months) haliebeen MorerecentlY cam--
pleted. For 13age groupS, coeffitients.redged between
.66 and .93. Reliabilities were poor at early' ages but
acceptible,in the third and feurth-__years

Validity. In a more extensiVe Validity study than the stu4y irt the
1968 manual, 236 childrem.were:OValuated With the DDST,'
and four-criterion tests of: intelligende and development.
Correlations ranged from .74 to ,97.

PubltSher: Ladote Prejett and Publishing Fonndation, Inc.
East 51st Avenue-and Lincoln-Rtreet
Denver, Colorado 80216
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Title: Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration

Date: 1967

Authors: :pith E. Beery and Norman A. Buketenica

Rang Ages 2-15.(Long form., 2-15; Short-form, 2-8)

Administration: Group; 10 minutes

Description: The VMI (long form) consists of 24 geometric'designs of
increasing difficulty 'which are copiee with pencil and
paper. The ymx was designed primarily for preechool and
early primary levels. Remedial strategies are suggested
in the manual. Chissom-(7th MMY) stated that theATMI
should be substantially more useful than other similar
tests when more information is provided-regarding reliabil-
ity and validtty..

Developmen

Reliability:

Validity:

A group of 1,000 children from:Illinois was used to stand-
ize the test. Approximately oue half were from suburban
schools.:

A reliability coefficient of .93 vas reported tor 594
'suburban pupils Test-retest reliability over a two-week
period for 171 rural pupils was .83 for boys and .87 for
girls.

A correlation of .89 betWeen the VHI_and chronological age
was reported. One study using 342pupils indicatell a cor-
relation of -.50 between the VKI ahd first'grade reading,
achievement. Another study using 60 pupas atthreeigrade
levels-showed that the correlation with mental age decrease&
from .59 to .38 from the first to the seventh grELle.

Publ -r: Follett Publishing Company
1010 West Washington Boulevard
Chicago, Illinois 60607
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Title: Devereux Adolescent Behavior Rating Scale

Date: 1967

Authors: &George Spivack, Jules Potts and Peter E. Raimes

Range: Ages 13-18

Adminis ration: Individual rating; 15 minutes

Description: The Devereux was designed for use with diagnosed groups
of disturbed children and as a help in identifying dis-
turbed children. It attempts to describe and communicate
the "overt behavior symptoms which help define the total
clinical picture of disturbed adolescents." It does not
appear useful for making fine discriminations among normal
Children.

Development: The standardizat on samples consis ted of 550 institutionalized
adolescents. Ratings were also obtained for comparison on
400 normal children.

Reliability: According to Jesness (7th the relability appears
adequate.

Validity: Empirical data we e not avallSble on validity.

Publisher: Devereux Foundation Press
208 Old Lancaster Road.
Devon, Pennsylvania 19333



Title: Devereux Child Behavior Rating Scale

Date: 1966

Authors: George Spivack and Jules Spotts

Range: Ages 8-12

Administration: Individual rating; 10 minutes

Description: This DevetOux scale was developed to assess the behaviors
of emotionally disturbed and mentally retarded Children.
It'provides a profile of problem behaviors Which_ may have
led parents or other adults to believe that the Child is
having wproblem that requires professional interventioa.

D -el Normative data were gathered on 250 disturbed Children
in residential treatment centers, 100 retarded Children
in residential treatment centers, and 350 normal Children
in pUbiic schools.

Reliabil y: The median coefficient of interscorer reliability was
reported as .83. A one-week median test-retest coeffi-
cient of .83 was reported. The median factor score
reliability coefficient was .91.

Validity:

Publisher:

Empirical data were not available on validi

Devereux Foundation Press
208 Old Lancaster Road
Devon, Pennsylvania 19333
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Title: Devereux Elementary School Behavior Rating Scale

Date: 1967

Authors: George Spivack and Marshall Swift
4

Rangel Grades K:-.6

Administration: Individual _ting, 10 minutes

29

Description: The Devereux Blementar Scale was developed for use
elementary classroom teachers. It is oriented toward
behaviors that interfere with academic Achievement so
that appropriate remedial and/or preventive action can
be taken early in school. According to Littell (7th
MMY), a major strength of this scale is thwcare given
to the item selectiod and, groupings. The authors caution
that the scale "is not intended to provide a measure of,
'personality' or Character 'traits' " but it will provide
a profile of overt behaviors. Littell states that if
users confine themselves to this conservative-interpre-
tation, the scale will bee convenient tool.

Development: Normative data were obtained from 13 elementary sdhools,
32 kindergarten through grade six teachers-, with ratings
of 800 children. The children were described in terms
of age, IQ, parental education and race.

Reliability: Test-retest reliability coefficients (one weekitterval)
ranged from .85 to .919 with a medium coefficient of
.87.

Validity: No validity data re available.

Publisher: Devereux Foundation Press
208 Old Lancaster Road
Devon, Pennsylvania 19333



Title: Diagnostic Chart for Fundamental Processes in Arithmetic

Date: 1953

Authors: 4G.T. Buswell and Lenore John

Range: Grades 2-8

Administration: Judividual; 20 minutes

Description: The Diagnostic Chart was designed to help the classroom
teacher analyze a pupil-'s performance in one,of the funda-
mental processes (addition, subtraction, multiplication,
or division) to detetMine What is causing hiM difficulties.
The pupil is given a graded series of examples in each of
the four operations. A Checklist of habits for eadh oper-,
ation.is provided so that'the teacher can record observa-
tions. Remedial procedures are suggested in the manual.
This instrument is not standardized, nor is it intended
for classification purpcles. The results are meant to
help the teadher assess the Child's performance in the
basic computation skills.

Development: The items were given to 500 children in Chicago to arrange
' in order of difficulty. The experimental form was used
in 70 classrooms in ten schools in Chicago .and its suburbs.

Reliabil ty: No information was reported.

Validity: No information was reported.

Publisher: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, inc.
4300 West 62nd Street
Indianapolis Indiana 46206
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Title: Diagn

Date: 1963

Author: George

Range:

Adminis

c Reading Scales

D. Spache

Grades 1-8vretarded readers in grades 9-12

ation: Individual: 40 minutes

Description:

Deveopment:

Reliability:

Val y:

Publisher: ;

The DRS is comprised of word recognition tests, paragraphs
of graduated difficulty and six phonics tests. The reading
passages are deoigned to yield instructional, independent
and potential reading levels. In a review by Barr (7th
NNY) she states that the scales are diagnostically useful
and appear most valid for first to fourth grades. Compar-
isons among instructional, independent and potential reading
levels cannot be justified on the basis of standardization
inforation which is in the manual. She also advises agains
using the grade norms for the phonics testa. According to
Bryant (6th )HY), this test provides a meaningful approach
toward the diagnosis of reading skills and difficulties.
Sophisticated interpretation Is required, however.

According to Barr, "The instrument is beautifully conceived
but standardization leaves much to be desired." No infor-
mation was presented which.describes subjects used as a
sample for the development of the scales.

Reliabilities of .84 to .88 for the reading passages and
.87 to .96 for the word recognition lists were reported.

ValUity coefficients are reported for grades 2 through 6
and three variablea o- the scales. These ranged from
.64 to .92.

California Test Bureau/McGraw-Rill
Del Monte Research Park
Monterey, California 93940
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Title: Diagnostic Tests and Self-Help in Arithmetic

Date: 1955

Auth Leo J. Brueckner
A

Range: Grades 3-12

Adminiatratio Group; no time limits

Description: This series includes four screening tes _ and,23 diagnos-
tic tests. The screening tests examine whole nuMberso
fractions, decimals and general arithmetic skills; Bath
of the diagnostic tests Assesses a different skill, and
each is accompanied by a self-help exercise. There are
no norMs for these tests, nor is there information on
reliability and validity. Thatests are intended to be
instructionally helpful in determining specific strengths
'and weaknesses of individual children.

Publisher: California Test Bureau
McGraw-Hill
Manchester Road
Mandhester, Missouri 63011
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Title: Doren Diagnostic Reading Test

Date: 1973

Author: Margaret Doren
4

Range: Grades 1-4 or higher for diagnosis of remedial students

Administration: Group; 1 to 3 hours depending on size and level of group

Description: The DDRT is.designed to provide an objective measure of
basic word recognition skills. Its purpose is to deter-
mine a starting point for remedial iustruction. 'The
reading techniques covered are.those usually taught in
the primary grades. The skills covered are letter recog-
nition, beginning sounds, whole word recognition, words
within words, speech consonants, ending sounds, blending,
rhymiag, vowels, discriminate guessing,_spelling and
sight words. The skills are plotted on a skill profile
sheet for each pupil. Remedial activities are included
in the manual. According to Feldmann (1974), this test
has flaws in construction and administration procedures
which seem to limit its usefulness for the teacher.

Developmen No information was given in the manual on item selection
except that items were "selected from a larger nuMber
of tested items." The teat wee Standardized on a popu-
lation of 165 first through fourth graders in four_nniden-
tified suburban school districts in the Midwest.

Reliability: No information Was reported.

Validity:

Publisher":

A correlation of .90 between reading achievement and
.the DDRT was reported for eleven classes in grades

_ one
to four.

American Guidance Service, Inc.
Publisher's Building
Circle Pines, Minnesota 55014



Tit ' Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty

Date: 1955

Author: Donald D. Durrell

Grades 1-6

Administration: Individual; untimed, approximately 30-60 minutes

Description: The Durrell consists of a series of tests and situations
during which the examiner may observe in detail various
aspects of a child's reading. The primary purpose is
to observe faulty habits and weaknesses in reading in
order to plan a remedial program. The following areas
are assessed: silent ond oral reading, listeningeompre-
hension, word analysis, phonetics, pronunciation, writing
and spelling. According to Robinson (4th MHY), this
test provides the expetienced reading teacher an excellent
opportunity to observe difficulties in word recognition
and oral reading. She further stated that the norms must
be used with full realization of their limitations.

Development: Norms are given for some of the subtesta. The only infor-
; motion provided ie that if norm tables:are presented, the
norms are based on a minimum of 1,000 Children for each
test*

Reliability: No information was reported.

Validity: No information was reported.

Publisher: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
757 Third Avenue
New York, New writ 10017
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Title: Durrell Listening-Reading Series

Date: 1970

Author Donald D. Durrell, Mary T. Nyco and Mary B. Brassard

Grades 1-9; higher for remedial students; 3 levels (pr
intermediate and advanced)

Administration: Group; -2 hours* iforms

Description: This series consists of a reading test which measures
reading achievement and a listening test which measures
understanding of the spoken word. It is designed to
measure the degree of retardation in reading an compared
with listening. This series replaces Durrell-Sullivan
Reading_0apacity and Achievement Testa (1944). Accordii
to Bormuth (7th MMY), in spite of some weakness in design
of test items, each of these reading and listening tests
is "useful in its own right and compares very favorably
with other available tests of reading and listening
abilities."

Development: Standardization was completed on a population of 20,000,
pupils.

'Reliability: According to Spache (7th my), reliability data presented
uere adequate for the direct comparlsons recommended by
the authors.

Valid ty:

Publi

Both Wormuth (7th MMY) and Spache (7th MMY) felt content
validity was good. Construct and concurrent validity
were as yet unsubstantiated.

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
757 Third Avenue .

New York, New York 10017



Title: First Grade Screening Test

Date: 1969

John E. Pate and Warren W. Webb

Grades K-1

Administration: Group; untimedo approximately 45 minutes for kindergarten-
and 30 minutes for first grade.

Description: The,FGST was developed to ident_y those Children who will
not make sufficient progress during the first Year ofsehocil
to be ready for second grade. It was designed to identify-
children who should be referred for further diagnosis and
appropriate remedial planning. Separate test bookiet
are provided for boys and girls...The difference in the
two-forms is that ehe sex of the pictured Children is the
same as the subjects.

Development: The FGST was standardized on a geographically stratified
sample of 5,500 first grade students enrolled in 248
classrooms. and 3,200 kindergarten students enrolled in
160 classrooms.- The students attended schoola ranging

; from rural one-room schools to large schools in a megapolis.

Reliability: Test-retest reliability analysis.based on two-week and eight--
week retesting resulted in correlations of .84_and
Inter- and tatra-scorer reliability of .98 was reported.

Valid Y: According to the manual, predictive validity was established
by obtaining teacher ratings and achievement test criteria
later in the year. A pretermined cutoff score identified .

68% of the "not ready" group and misidentified only 13% of
the "ready" group. Comparisons of PGST scores with various
achievement tests resulted in correlations ranging from
.60 to .79.

Publisher: American Guidance Service, Inc.
Publisher's Building
Circle Pines, Minnesota 55014
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Title: Gates-NcKillop Reading Diagnostic T

Date: 1962

Authors:, Arthur I. Gates and Anne S. MeKillop

Range: Grades 2-6

Administration' Individual; 30-60 minutes; 2 forms

Description: The Gates-Naillop is &battery of 17 tests which involve
oral responsea to allow:the examiner to analyze specific
areas of reading difficulty. Not all children need to
be administered all 17 subtests. Comprehension is not
measured. According to Bryant (6th MY) this test requires-
a substantial amount of sophisticated clinical judgment
to interpret a student's performance.

Development: Although norms were provided in the manual, no in =nation
was given about the standardization population on which
tha norms were based.

Reliability: No information was reported.

Validity: No information was reported.

Publisher:- Teachers College Press
1234 Amsterdam Avenue
New York, New York 10027



T le: Gatee-NacGinitje Reading Tests

Dote: 1965

Aatho s: Arthur I. Gates and Walter R. tacGinitie

Range: Grades 1-12

Administration: Group; 50 minutes In two sessions

Description: This series replaces the ates Primary Readigestg and
Gates Reading_Survey* The test consists of three parts
designed to measure reading achievement: Speed and
Accuracy, Vocabulary and Comprehensibn. The content and
nature of the items are essentially the same as the earlier
version. The.Gates-MacGinitie teats are best used to sur-
vey reading acamement and yield little diagnostic infor-
mation.

Develop :lit: Test items were selected on basis of a nationwide sample
of 25,000 pupils. The tests were standardised on 40,000
pupils in 38 communities selected on basis of size, lociv-
tion, average educational level and average family income.

ReliabilityAlternate-form and split-half reliabilities were reported..

Validity: No information was reported in the manual.

Publisher: Teachers College Press
1234 Amsterdam Avenue
New York, New York 10027



Titles Gatea-MacCinitie Reading Testa:. Readine48 Ski ls

Date: 1969

AUtho Arthur I Gates and Walter H. HacGinjtie

Grades 1C1

Administration: Groupl 120 minutes in 4 sessiona:

--cription:

De elopment:

9

The purpose of the Gates-MacCinitie is not clearly stated
ih the manual Oykstra, 7th . It is assmmad that the
test was designed,to measure reading readiness rather tha
general school readiness. Eight subtests are included:
Listening Comprehension, Anditory Discrmlnationkyisual
Discrimination,- Following-Directions,--Liiiii'Ricognition
Visual-Motor Coordination aad Auditory Blending. According
to bykstra, the test may be an excellent one as it is the
joint product of two highly respected authorities. However,
limitations in the mmanal_RT.Psent_a_judgment based on the
-infdridtiiin-OriSented.

The standardiiation populat on cOnsis-ed of 4,500 children
in 35 communities. The subjects were selected on the'basis
of community size and location edudational level of par-
ents and:family income.

Reliability: The technical supplement reported sub est reliabilities
but no reliability data for the total test.

Validity: Correlations between the readiness score and the Gates-
MacGinitie Reading Test were pFesented. For first graders
the correlations between the total readiness scores and
the vocabulary and comprehension scores of the reading
test were .60 and .59.

Publi Teachers College Press
1234 Amsterdam Avenue
New York, New York 10027
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Title:

,Date: 190_

Oral. Readin- Test

:Authors: John V. Gilmo e and Eun ce-C, Gilmore-

Grades 1-8

Administration:. Individua 5 minutes; 2 forms

,Description: 'Thi.Gilmore was designed to measureHthree as
oral- reading:, -accuracy,.comprehensioniand rate.- The
Accurady -Subtest score 7meisure.flUency and idcuracy of
wordreeognition.-,Smith (7th -WY) .questionedlthe basic

sumption-Of_the._test--;--that-coniprehensian7ihoUld' e-
measured with an oral test.-:7It-would-eeem-more appropriate'
to assess comprehension. through:a.silenrreidiag,task.
Comprehension questions seem:to meesum-shortterm recall
of detailii-rather than requiring infeiences,orAudgments
to beniede.Aengrding_ta A.J._Harris (7th'HKY)the',.
Gilmore isamong the,best standardized:testsoLacCurady
in oral_reading of meaningful-material. He questions 'the
usefulness of the Comprehensien and Rata scores.

Development. The standardization population included 1 600 pup
five states In grades 1-8.

Reliability: Reliability coefficients for the Accuracy ad
from .44 to ,94. For CompreheneiOn and Rate scores,
coefficientsranged from .53 to

Statistical eVidence of validitywas obtained from a
comparison of the-Ocores:of 24 fifth grade,pupils in
this testy the Grey Oral Reading_Test and_the:oral reading
test fiam the Durrell Analysis of Feeding Difficulty. Cor-
relations ranged from .39 to .80.

. Validity:

:Publisher: Harcourt Brace Jovanovidh
757 Third Avenue
New York,'New York 10017



Title:i .Goldman-Pria

Date: . 1975

_

dcock Auditory Skills Test Battery

Authotal Ronald Goldman and Macalyne

e 3 and overRange:

Admipis ration: Individual; 10-15 minutes fot each of 12 te

ption:

Develop:den

Ruliability
and Validity: The technical manual for the G-F-W Battery is to be

available in November, 1975. At the time this-summary.
was prepared, no information on reliability and validity-
was available. The test should be used and interpreted
cautiously until empirical evidence is available.

The G-F-W Battery is designed to-provide a wide range of
diagnostic instruments_for %mein identifying subjects',
who are deficient in anditorTakills-and_ to provide infor-
mation describing,these deficiencies. The 6-1'-W Battery
consists Of 12 'teats in fiv&easel
covered are Selective Attention, Auditory Discrimination,
Auditory Memory and Sound-Symbol.

The standardization population consisted of 7,200 normal
and clinic subjects in four geographic areaeL Norma foi
the aubtest, Reading of Symbols, were based on 5,250
different subjects.

Publisher: American Guidance Service
Publisher'Building
Circle Pines Minnesota 5 5014
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Goldman-Fristoe-Woodcock Test

Individual; 15 minutes

The :C,vW was, designed-for the-purpose of identifying'and
assailing .the.subject's:abilityto distingdia4-amcstap
seundii-TheAneasurementtakes.place-duriagbethf_quiet
and noisy aenditions 'by means_of.prerecordedapes.,Aceor
ing-tO-SheeXeY.(767MRY), E*:C4-q is sumns suitable t
other auditory-tests for_use-witkvery:Youn&liubjeCti or
those-With-verbalcemmunieitiondefects.
it incorporates a:pointing responee,viorethantWOpoSsible
choices for each item and pietraining to teachvocabulary.

The standarizatton sam le Consisted of 745 sPOarently:normal,
hearimg subjects, ages 3 to 84 The-Subjects-were from

.

Minnesota, New Jerserend Tennessee.

ReUability. Test-retest reliabilities of 7 .(Quiet ubtes and .81
CNoise_SubtestLwere reportedfor-.a-very-smallsalple of 17 ---
preschool, speech-handicapPedCbildren Split-balf reliabil-
iti coefficieMtaWere_reported_as_rangingjrdm .51 to .88
(Quiet. Subtest ) and=.63 to :..68 (Nelse:Stibtest

Validity: The G-F-W appears to discriminate among the performances of
various "clinical" groups and the'performance of "normals."
According to Proger:(7th Mmy), n . the 0-11-F -appears
to be one of the few Special eduCation
reasonably adequate research and development.:- Concerns

.fabout validity, et. al., plague all the tests in the field.
The authors have made more of an effort than most to deal

-Publ_she _

with,them."

American Guidance Servide
Publisher's Bonding
CirCle Pines, Minnesota 55014



Title: Gray Oral Reading Test

1967

Authors. William-S Gray; edited by Helen N. Robinson7-

Grade 2 and adults

ation: Individual;: time not reported; 4 form

pescription:

43

The Gray was designed to measure oral 'readint.graweh amd-.
to aid in the 'diagnosis of oral reading difficultiesIt
is suggested that it 'be-used,in:conjunction with .a measure
of silent reading. Tbirteen,passagea of increaeinSJOelf
of-difficulty-are-provided.---A0-Ciirdini-t0-A Barris (6th
MMY) end Lohnes (6th HW) this test is a welcome addition
to available oral reading tests.

Development: The standarization population was based on results obtained
by administering all four forms of the-test to 500 pupils
in grades 1-12. Subjects were from schools,in Florida'and
Chicago. Attempts were made to bave "average readers" for
each grade in the norming population. Tbe average level of
subjects tended to.be toward the'upper limit of average.

Reliability! Alternate-form reliability coefficients ranged from .97
to .98.

Validity:

Publisher:

No information was available.

Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc.
4300 West 62nd Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46268
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Title: Hiskey-Nebraska Test of Learning

Date: 1966

hor: Marshall S. Hiskey

AO*47144 -ation: Individual; 45 minutes

The MLA was originally ,developed as a 'test of. learning_
aptitude of the deaf. It was reVised'in- 1955 to -include

.norms and instruCtiona,'for hearing.children. 'However, it=probably-is= More- frequently- used--.with-- deaf subjente 'as
-other -suitable meaeures are available -. for, hearing .children.
Acnording-ta Newland, (7th MY) tastiproVides';:it,:better
measure ef-dOmponents -necessary for sahool-euncess .by deaf
children, especially younger- ones, .than.4o- other:,tests.
According to the anthar of the' testi, the- itemis- involve
tasks 'similar ta those Which a deaf .abild must perform in
school.

Development: The standardicati n population consisted of 1,100 deaf children
and 1,100 hearing children, ages 2 years; six ,months to
17 years, 5 months, in ten. states. No breakdowns ,by race
or sex were provided. Level'of parental occupation corre-
sponds closely to U.S. census data.

Re ability: Split-half reliability coefficients were reported as .95
_for deaf and .93 for hearing subjects in groups between
the age range of 3 to 10; .92 and .90 were reported for
groups in the range of 11 to 17 years.

Vali4ity: For the deaf, subtest intercorrelations were reported as
ranging from .33 to .74 for the ages 3 to 10, and .from .3
to .43 .for the ages Il to 17. A correlation of .86 with
the Stanford-Hinet for subjects ranging in age from 3 to 10,
and .78 for subjects ranging in age from 11 to 17. A cor-relation of .82 with the WISC was reported.

Publisher:- Marshall S. Hiskey
5640 Baldwin
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508
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Title: .Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abili

Samuel-A; Kirk, James J. McCarthyiiidWinifred D. Kir

2710

nistration: Individual 45-60 minutes. traited.examiner

ITPA was constructed to assess the psychological
functions through-which an:individual Opmmiinleates-.with.
.0thers and through-wilich hereceives:e6MmunidatiOn:from

POIArs_nr,from_the,enviornment_TheITEA*a4isignsa.;_
to beprimarily di-Agnostic in.natnr0;.:1hronik12 subtests
it evaluates abilities in.the:visual7motdr:endauditery-.
vdcal channels of coMmunication. Two levels .of organiz
tion (representational and automatic) are-recognized._
Within-these levels-three psycholoiguistiO.prOcesies-
(receptive, organizational and expreilivi) are'evaluated.

_

Various researchers have cautioned that there are certain
limitations'of the ITPA which should be carefully consid-
ered:

1. At the extremes of the age range for.which.i
developed, the. 1TPA results,are.questionable.-

2. Use of-the =PA with lower-class children (especiallY
minority groups), adolescents,:and adult retardates
cannot be justified.

.

Sone examiners attempt to use_the psycholinguistic
quotient (PLQ) as a.measure.of intelligence. This is
not a limitation of the test, but of an unqualified
examiner.

Factorial composition, reliability and validity of
the Revised Edition, still need to be explored.

The standardization population for the Revised Edition
conaisted of 962 children, ages 2 through W. The group
was from.homes slightly above-the national average in
income and education. Only children.who had-average
intelligence,- average school achievements.aVerage.adjust-
meht, and'who had no-grosi senecii,J=mniot deficiti iere
included. The sample was from.five Midwestern towns of
moderate size.- Metropolitan and_rural areas were not
included.

/ability: _According to Chase (7th-MMY)-the-subtesta-are reasonably
reliable at-each age.leVel with the-el:Option of .Visual
Closure and. Auditory Closure. Hamill and Bartel (1975)
stated that all.subtests have reliabilities high enough
to support their clinicil.use eicePt'the Visual Closure
Subtest.
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e factorial composition of the Revised Edition is
till being explored. One study identified only, three

interpretable factors in the 1961 version. and
Murss, 1970). These factors were vocabglary,....immediate_
memory Span and'aUditory preceasing.- New Comer and her_
colleagues (1975) supported the conetratt validity-of
the ITPA. According to Carroll (7th 1),"the'authors

th(of e IT
.2a

PA) have an 'obligation to report further
research supporting. the usefulnebs of the ITPA-for
major .purpose for which it was designal _iagnosis
remediation."

University of Il
Urbana, Illin is- 61801

ois Press
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Title: _KeyMath Diagnpat c Arithmetic Test

Date: 1971

Authors:4 Austin J. Connolly Wiliam Nachtman and E. Milo itche

'Preschool grade 6; no upper limit for individual remedial use

Adminis ion: Individual; 30 minutes

Destription The KeyMath is designed to provide a diagnostic aSsessment
of mathematic-skills ,beyond the,four fundamental- compute-

_ .

ion processes'. The 14 subtests-are organiiei into-three
_

major areas: Contenti Oparations, and,Applications. Each
subtest.contains items arranged.in order-of;increasing
difficulty. EVery pupil is ndt administered all items.

Deve Items were selectedon the-basis of administration to 951
subjects grades X7-0. Normative data were gathered on, 1,200
subjects in grades Kr7. Tbe subjects were randomly selected
from 42 schools in eight states.

Reliability: Total test score reliabilities were reported for each grade
from X-7. These correlations ranged from .94 to .97.

The content and sequence were based on analyses of ten major
mathematics programs. No data were reported on the validity.
of the final form of Ke

Publisher: American Guidance Set-vice Inc.
Publisher ' s Building
Circle Pines, Minnesota 55014



Title: Kindergarten Auditory Screening test

Date: 1971

Author: ack Katz

Range Grades-K1

Administration: Groups of 6-10; 20 minutes

Description: The purpose of the KASt is to dentify.kindergarte and
,first-grade childrem_who have_rauditory perception diffi-
calties"' KAST is aicreeningldeviCe on record and:con
tains-three-subtests'foi-tsseasing-eildtaiY skilli-- The
subteits inVolve sound blending, figarnsrgund aad auditory
'discrimination skills.

Develo _ t: The standardized population consIsted of 600 kindergarten
and first-grade Pupils in five states (Massachusetts
Ilan, Texas, Illinois and Missouri).

Reliability: No information was reported in the manual.

.Validity: No information was reported in the manual.

Publisher. FollettAlublishing Company
1010 West Washington Boulevard
Chicago* Illinois 60607



Title: LeeClark Reading

1962

Murray Lee and Willis

Graded

-adines

iption:
. _

p; 20 minutes

-*The LCRRT is one of the first tests designed to help..
determine which pupils are ready for reading instruction.
It Consists of throP,s0toore.;-_:Letter.LSymbols,,ConceptaL_..._
&nd-WOid SYmb-ols. 'die advantage of this test-is that
considerably less testing,time is required than for most,
readiness tests. -Berg (7th MMY) gave the- LCRRT a gen-
erally good overall rating with the qualification that
other measures of readiness should be used to evaluate
pupil readiness with the LCRRT.

Norms were based on 50000 entering first graders with
a median'CA of 6 years and a median IQ of .100. Norms
are also available for the end of kindergarten.

Split-half reliabilities were reported ranging froi
.87 to .96.

Predictive validity coefficients were reportedl
.the 040's and .50's.

Development:

Reliability:

Validity:

Publisher: California Test Bureau
Division of McGraw-Hill
Manchester Road
Manchester, Missouri 6
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Title:. Lincoln-Oseretsky Motor Development Scale

apted by

t.44

on: Indv±dual

The.Lincoln-Oseretsky is an adaptation of the Oseretsky
Test, developed in Russia. Other versions of the Oseret
are.also:in,use.:., It is designed to assess_gross -motor-
skills. . The Linclan2-_-etsitityconsists- .36 items 'ar-
ranged in order of difficulty. The skills, inVolVed in
clude-ipeed dexterity, cdordination rhythm, balan
and jumping. A motor age is calculated, based am per-
formance.

Development: The normative-data were from
girls, ages 6714, from smell
The manual -cautions that the-
tentative as,the sample pi*e
-re chosen mainly for Omit

a sample of-750 boys and
towds.in Central Illinois...
noris should be'.Considered
wras-limited, and the subjects
availabilit

Reliability: Split-half reliability.coefficients.at each agejleveI
ranged between .72,and...94Jor males an&.82, to .93 for
females The one exceptionvas for 14-year-old famales
where the coeffipient was The median:reliability
coefficient Was 86. These coefficients were computed
for the sample of 750 pupils.

Validity:

Publisher:

Low correlations were reported be -ween the Lincoln-Oseretsky
and other tests of motor ability, the Brace_Scale of-Bator
Ability (.32), the Cowan_Pratt test-(.-37), and the Mathew-
Johnson test.

Waste n Psychological Services
12031 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90025



Title:_ _ ge-Thorndike Intelligence Tests, -Level Editioi

1966

'thors: Irving Lorgei- Robert L. Thorndike and Elizabeth Hagen

ge: Grades eve ls

a ion: Group; Verbal Battery, minute Nonverbal Batter
30 minutea; 2 forms

Descriptio The Multi-Level Edition is an outgrowth of an earlier
_I_SeParate Ievel_Edition_of_the_L-a_Tests.__Thepurpose
of.theL-TTests is Lo Provide an estimate of mental
ability independent. of reading .ability-The-Verbal
Battery is composed of five subtests usieg only'verbal
items. The Nonverbal Battery uses items which are'either
pictarial or numerical. According to-Tittle (7th MMY),
the Multi-Level Edition is a refinement and improvement
over the earlier edition. The L-T Tests meetIenerally:.
'accepted standards for test construction ind standard-
ization proCedures.

Developme The L-T Tests were restandardized in 1963. ,This s andard-
. .

ization was carried out with the'Iowa Tests of Basic Skills
(grades.3-8) and the Tests of:Academic_Progress. grades
9-12). According to Tittle (7th 44!), the standardiza-
tion procedures generally appeared to have been carefully
carried out.

Reliab-

Valid

y; Alternate-form reliability coefficients were reported as
. 83 to .91 (Verbal Battery) and .80 to .88 (Nonverbal
Battery) for the various grade levels.

Correlations between the L-T Teats and tests of achieve-
ment were computed. Mese coefficients ranged in the
. 601s and .70ts, with some in the .80's. Moderate cor-
relations were reported with other intelligence tests.
One series of studies indicated that the Verbal Battery
is more predictive of school adhievement than ehe Non-
verbal Battery.

Houghton Mifflin
1900 Smith Batavia Avenue
Genev4:111inois 60134



Title: LorgerThorndike Intel ence Tett , Primary Battery

1:tate:

Authorsvf Irving:Lorge and Robe=

.Grades 2:levels

oessions

Description:

10 minutes e

e L-T Primary Battery is partof the earlier L-T,
Separate Level Edition. Iihe, Primary:Battery uses,pic-
torial type.items; thus, the podr reader-is not -penalized._
The-tests-are-unrimedirwith-the-eXaMiaEr7diterMibilig
speed of administration.. The.manUaLsuggests -thit the-
results nay be used, in combination-With other:Oita, to
form class groups, to group within a'cless, or.to set
standards of expeCtancy.

Development: The norms were base&onstratified community samples.
Over 136,000 children in 44':cemmunitiee Iry 22 states
were tested. Four norms were developed: IQ _equivalent,
grade percentile, grade, equivalent, aAd age equivalent.

tyi

V- dity:

Publish

. Standard errors of Meaeurement were reported inthe
manual, rather than reliability coefficienta.

The Primary Battery repertedlyeorrelated .56, .63 and
.69 with three unspecified "well-known gtotili test of
intelligence."

Houghton Mifflin
1900 South Batavia Avenue
Geneva, Illinois 60134
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Title: Marianne Frostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception

Date: 1966

Authors: Marianne Frostig in collaboration with Welty LeU er
1John R.B. Whittlesey

Range: Ages 3-8

Administration: Group; 40-60 minutes

Description: The DTVP was designed to measure five perceptual skills:
eye-motor coordination, figure-grOund discrimination,
form constancy, position in space, and spatial relations.
These were selected by the authors because of these skills'
presumed relationship to academic performance.-_7The authors
strongly advise only trained examiners administer the test.
Mann (7th HMY) cautions users against assuming-that low
scores-mite DTVP indicate ameed-for-perceptual-training.

Development: The DTVP was standardized on 2,100_subjects from southern
California schools. Low socioeconomic and minority groups
are poorly represented.

ability: Test-retest reliability of the perceptual quotient was
reported as .80 for 72 first and second graders tested by
trained examiners two weeks apart. Subtest reliabilities
ranged from .42 to 080.

Validity:

Publisher:

Correlations between DTVP and fir grade reading achieve-
ment were reported as .40 to .50. Various validation
studies do not support Frostig's five types of perceptual
Abilities; instead, they demonstrate-one "perceptual"
factor.

Consulting Psychologist- Press
577 College Avenue
Palo Alto, California



Title: McCullough Word-Analysts Tests

Date: 1963

Author: Con tance M. McCullough
4

Range: Grades 4-6

Administration: Group; 70 minutes in 7 sessions

Description: The MWAT is a battery of seven subtests designed to
measure certain phonic and structural analysis skills.
One word recognition technique typically emphasized
in the grades 4-6, using context clues, is not measured.
The MWAT received a generally favorable review .13),J..A..
Harris (7th MMY). He felt the-test would be a useful
diagnostic device to be used with other information,
such,as analysis of comprehension skills. _TheA.IWAT
was also favorably reviewed by Bliesmer (6th MMT).

Development: The standardization population consisted of pupils in
grades 4-6 who had been taught using the Ginn Basic
Readers. -Approximately 1,800 pupils in 23 school systems
in 21 states participated. An attempt was made to con=
trol sex, socioeconomic class and intelligence.

Reliability: Reliability coefficients reportedly ranged fr .83 to

Validity:

Publisher:

No informatIon on validity was available.

Personnel Press
191 Spring Street
Lexington, Massachusetts 02173



Title: Meeting Street School Screening Test

Date: 1969

Authors: Peter K. Hainsworth and Marian L. Siqueland

Range: Grades Kr1; Ages 5 to 7 years, 5 months

Administration: Individual; 15-20 minutes

Description: The MSSST was designed as a screening battery to survey
gross motor, visual-perceptual-motor and language skills.
The administration results in 3 subtest scores and a total
score. An arbitrary cutoff point is assigned to identify
children who may have later learning difficulties

Development: The MSSST was standardized on 500 Children selected to be
representative of the U.S. population in age, sek and
fatherws occupation. The majority of the Children were
from East Providence, Rhode Island.

Raliab

Validity:

ty: Test-retest reliability (two to four weeks apart): was .85.
Inter-rater reliability was .95. The number of children was
not given for_either figure.

According to one review by Yule (7th MMY), the validity data
are inadequate and difficult to interpret. The total MSSST
score correlated .77 with the =PA and .57 with Prosties DTVP.
No correlation between IQ and the ?MST Is reported. Accord
ing to Yule, it,has not been shown that the MSSST measures
any areas not measured by Wechsler Scales; and until further
studies are completed, the NSSST,cannot be accepted as a
valid predictor of learning difficulties.

Publisher: Crippled Children and Adults of Rhode Island Inc.
Meeting Street School
333 Grotto Avenue
Providence, Rhode Island 02906
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Title: Metropolitan Readiness Tests

Date: 1969 (An extensive revision is planned for release in January, 1976)

Authors: Gertrude H. Hildreth, Nellie L. Griffiths and Mary E. McGauvran4

Range: Grades K-1

Administration: Group; 65-75 minutes in 3 sessions; 2 forms

Description: The MRT is probably the most widely used test to measure
readiness for first-grade instruction. It has received
generally favorable reviews by most critics. The authors
recommend that little significance should,be attached to
subtest socres of individual pupils. According to Singer
(7th MMY), reliability is sufficiently high to use the
total score with individuals.

Development: The standardization population consisted of 15,000 first
grade students in 70 school systems. The sample is de-
scribed regarding sex, age, intelligence, community size,
geographic distribution and other community variables.
Racial or ethnic group characteristics Are not mentioned.

Reliability: An alternate-form reliability coeffi_ient of .91 was
reported for the total test. Subtest coefficients were
reportedly lower (.50 to .86).

V d y: The manual contains an extensive discussion of the con-
tent, construct and predictive validity of.the MRT.

Publisher: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
7555 Caldwell
Chicago, Illinois 60648



Title: Motor- ree Visual Perception Test

Date: 1972

Authors: Ronald P. Colarusso and Donald D. liammIll

RAnge: Ages 5-8

Administration : Individual; 10 minutes

Description: The MVPT is a test of visual perception which avoids
motor involvement in that the child points to a stimulus
rather than being required to reproduce it. Five types
of visua.lperception are assessed: spatial relation-
ships, visual discriMination, figure-ground, visual
closure and visual memory. The MVPT contains 36 items.

Development: The MVPT was standardized on a sample of,881 normal
children ages four through eight from twenty-two states.
Subjects from all races, economic levels, and residential
areas were included.

,Reliability:

Validity:

Publisher:

Test-retest reliability coefficients ranged from .77
to .83 at five age levels with an overall coefficient
of .81. Split-half coefficients ranged between .81 and
.84 with an overall coefficient of .880 Kuder-Richardson
20 coefficients ranged from .72 to .82 with an overall
coefficient of .86.

The MVPT correlated .73 with the Frostig. A. median
correlation of .31 with two intelligence tests was
reported. A median correlation of .38 with tests of
school performance was reported.

Academic Therapy Publications
1539 Fourth Street
San Rafael, California 94901
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Title:

Date:

Mnrphy-Durre

1965

Autho ' Helen A. Murphy and Donald D. Durrel
4

Range: Grade 1

Admini- _ion: Group; 80 minutes in two s

Reading Readineas Aealysis

Descri on: The MDRRA is a revision of the Mnrphy-purrell Diageostic
F4!& Readiness Test (1949). Three subtests are in-
cluded: phonemes, letter names and learning rate. Ac
cording to Barr (7th MMY), this test is well constructed
and well standardized. Singer (7th MHY) stated that
although the MDRRA has some weaknesses, it is still one
of the best tests of reading readiness. Teachers can use
information from the results to adapt reading instruction
to the Individual's mode and rate of learning.

Development: The norms are based on 12,200 beginning first graders
in 65 schools ia 12 states. Normative data are not
provided for kindergarten dhildren so local norms would
be needed if a school assessed reading readiness in
kindergarten.

Reliability: Split-half reliabilities were based on 200 children
randomly selected from the standardization sample. These
ranged from .88 to .97 for the subtests. Total test reli-
ability was reportedly .98.

Valid Y:

Publisher:

The NDRRA correlated .80 Viith the Metropolitan Readiness
Teat. The predictive validity coefficients ranged from
.65 to .66 using the Stanford Achievement Test: Readin-

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
7555 Caldwell
Chicago, Illinois 60648

6 0
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Title: New Developmental Reading Tests (late--

Date: 1968

Authors:, Guy L. Bond, Bruce Balow and Cyril L. Hoyt

Range: Grades 4-6

Administration: Group; 50 minutes; two forms

Description: The NDRT for the intermediate grades consist of five
parts: basic reading vocabulary, reading for informa-
tion, relationships, iaterpretation, and appreciation.
A single comprehension score is Obtained from Parts 11,
III, IV and V. According to Traxier (7th MMY) the Inter-,
mediate manual shows considerable improvement overthe
primary manual. Traxler recommended ehe NDRT for "cau-
tious use" in analyzing reading abilities of individual
pupils.

Development: Approximately 15,000 pupils from over 100 schools were
included in the standardization sample. Geographical
location and community type, size, and socioeCanomic
level were considered.

Reliability: Alternate-form reliabilities ranging from .77 to .91
were reported from approximately 400 pupils in grades 4
and 6. Internal consistency reliabilities were reported
from .80 to .94 for approximately 1,150 pupils.

Validity: The manual-contains a discussion of content and construct
validity.

Publisher: Lyons and Carnahan
Rand McNally
407 E. 25th Street
Chicago, Illinois 60616

6 1
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Title: New Developmental Reading Tests Pri

Date: 1965

Authors. Guy L. Bond, Bruce Below and Cyril L. Royt4

Range: Grades 1-3; 2 levels

Administration: Group; 55 minutes in 2 or 3 sessions; two forms

Description: The NDRT for the primary grades consists of two levels
(lower primary and upper primary). The primary battery
contains three parts: word recognition, comprehending
significant ideas and comprehending specific instruc-
tions. The NDRT is designed to measure isneral r_
growth. According to Davis (7th MMY).and Traxler h
M(Y), the primary tests lack adequate technical data,
and there are shortcomings in the manual of instructions.

Development: Approximately 5 000 children were tested from stratified,
randomized samples from two large Midwestern communities.

Reliability: Alternate-form reliabilities were reported ranging from
.89 to 085. These were based on 150 pupils in five
first-grade classrooms.

Validity: No informationvas reported.

Publisher: Lyons and Carnahan
Rand McNally
407 E. 25th Street
Chicago, Illinois 60616
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Title: Northwea ern Syntax Screening Test

Date: 1971

Author: Laura Lee

Range: Ages 4-12

Adinfu4 ration: Inaividual; 20-30 minutes

Description: The NSST is intended as a screening device for use by
speech clinicians who need a quick estimate of a child's
syntactic development. The test manual states that the
test should be used only for screening and only with
speakers of the standard English dialect.

Development- The norms are based on a sample of 344 children from
middle- to upper-income communities where the standard
En lish dialect is spoken.

Reliabili No information was available.

Validity: No information was available.

Publisher: Northwestern University Press
Evanston, Illinois 60201



Title: Otis-Lennon Mental ability Test

Date: 1967

Authors: Arthur S. Otis and Roger T. Len

ge Grades K12; 6 levels

62

Administration: Group; 30-60 minutes depending upon leel;, 2 forms

Description: The Otis-Lennon is a new edition of the 2til_WAtiall
Mental Ability Tests_.; It provides for the Assessment
of "general mental ability, or scholastic aptitude." The
test is primarily a measure of verbal ability. No reading
is,required on the-first three levels. -Bilholland*-Smi
end Grotelueschen, who each reviewed the Otislennon in
the Seventh Mental Measurements Yearbook all agree that
this test is a better than average,:possibly outstanding,
test of its kind. The manual cautions interpreting results
for Children who do not have normal beekgroUnds and mott7-
vation.

Development: National norms are based upon a sample of 200,000 pupils
selected as representative. The sample was cOntrolled
for size and type of school, family:income and edudational
level, geographic location and quality of school in terma
of educational achievement within its awn system.

Reliability: Alternate-form, test-reteet and split-half reliabilities
were reported for each grade. According to the three
reviewers, substantial evidence which indicates high
reliability is provided.

Validity:

Publisher:

Validity is discussed in content, constrUct and criterion-
related categories. Data were presented WhiCh supported
the use of the OtisrLennon.

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
7555 Caldwell
Chicago, Illinois 60648
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Title: Ohio Tests of Articulation and Perception of Sounds

Date: 1973

Author: Ruth Beckey Irwin
4

Range: Ages 5-8

Administration: Individual; 15-30 minutes

Description: The OTAPS were designed to evaluate articulation and
perception of vowel and consonant sounds. More than
One sound can be tested in each word or nonsense syll-
able. The childes spontaneous and imitative production
of sounds, as well as identification and perception of
sounds, are assessed in ei -t subtests.

Developmen The standardization population consisted of 200 children,
ages 5-8, from Ohio. The subjects were controlled for
age, sex, hearing, intelligence md parental occupation
level.

Reliability: Intra-rater and inter-rater reliabilities were reported
and appeared adequate. Test-retest reliability coeffi-
cients for each of the subtests were reported for a
small sample of 20 first- and second-grade children. The
time period between tests was one week. The coefficients
ranged from .24 to .89.

Validity:

Publisher:

Validity coefficients were determined for the four sub-
tests on articulation by comparing them with the Temulin-
Darle Screenin Test of Articulation. The coefficients
reportedly ranged from . 7 to .93.

Stanwix Rouse, Inc.
3020 Chartiers Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15204
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Title:, Peabody Individual Achievement Test

Date: 1970

Authors: Lloyd M. Dunn and Frederick C. Mark

Range: Grades Kadult

Administration: Individual; 30 minutes

ardt, Jr.

Description: The PIAT was designed for the purpose of providing a.
wide-range screening measure of adhievement in the
areas of mathematics, reading recognition and compre-
hension, spelling and general information. It results
in a quick, rough estimate Which may indicate:the need
for a more complete diagnosis in one or more areas.
French (7th mmy) and Lyman (7th HMV) both agree that
the PIAT could be very helpful as a screening instru-
ment WhiCh could then be supplemented, if necessary,
with a-more reliable and thorough test.

Development: The PIAT was standardized on 2,900 subjects from grades
K-12. The sample was similiar in characteristics to
the total U.S. population in terms of race, sex, age
parental occupation and type of community.

Rel b 1 y: Median test-retest reliabili ies, based on a one-month
interval, were reported as .89 for the total test and
.64 to .88 for the subtests.

Validity: Correlations between PIAT total scores and the PPVT
were reported between .53 and .79.

Publisher: American Guidance Service
Publisher's Building
Circle Pines, Minnesota 55014
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T t1-4 . Peabody Ptcture Vocabulary Test

Date: 1965

Author: Lloyd M. Dunn

Range: Ages 2½-iS

Administration: Individual; 10-15 minutes; 2 forms

Description: The PPVT was designed td give an indication of-verbal
intelligence as measured by receptive language vocabu-
lary (listening vocabulary). It is composed of a graded
series of 150 plates, eadh with 4 pictures. The examiner
pronounces one stimulus word, and the subject indicates
which of the four pictures best represents the stimulus
word. Scores may be converted to IQ, mental age ee4
percentile equivalents. According to Gearheart and
Willenberg (1974), the PPVT has questionable appropriate-
ness in use with some minority ethnic groups to whidh
the stimulus pictures are not common. Bammill and Bartel
state that although the PPVT yields and "IQ" score, it.
would be more proper to consider it a test of receptive
vocabulary of standard English word meanings.

Development: The PPVT was standardized on 4,000 subjects of varying
levels of intelligence over the age range of two years,
six months through 18 years. Age norms were extrapolated
downward to one year, nine mouths.

Reliability: Alternate-form reliability coefficients on the standard-
ization population reportedly ranged from .67 at the
6-year level to ..84 at the 17- and 18-year levels with
a median of .770

ValIdIty. The median correlation of the PPVT with the Stanford7_
Rinet was reported as .71; a correlation of .61 with
the WISC was reported. The median correlation between
the PPVT and school achievement was,in the .50's.

,Publisher: American Guidance Service, Inc.
Publisher's Building
Circle Pines, Minnesota 55014
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Title: Perceptual Forms Test

Date: 1969

Author: Winter Haven Lions Research,Foundation, Inc.
4

Rang-! Ages 5-8

Administration: 'Group; 10 minutes

Description: The PFT was originally published in 1955; thus, it Is
one of the earliest attempts to assess visual perception.
It ill one component of a perceptual and readiness evalua-
tion and training program which utilizes template proce7
dures. There are'two parts in the PFT itself and Incomplete
Forms. There are several versions of the PFT: group:ver,
sions for kindergarten and grade one, an individual test
for ',beginning school childree,and two versions for home
use. Several handbooks havu been written by different
authori. It is questionable as to whinh, if any, is
preferred Or recommended. Little attention to accepted
test construction procedures was,apprently_given,by the
developers of this approach. Both Mann (7th OMY) and
Robinson (7th HMY) pointed out many deficiencies and
confusing aspects of the procedures, handbooks, etc. HAnn
recommended that the authors start anew and provide norms,
reliability figures and justifiable scoring guides, in one
explicit manual.

Development: No information was reported.

Reliability: No information was reported.

No information was reported.

Publisher: 'Winter Haven Lions Research Foundation, Inc.
P.O. Box 111
Winter Haven, Florida, 33880
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Predictive Screening

-,Dater -1975

-Authors: Charles Van-Ripe

Grade 1.

tration: Individua 8 minutes

bert L. Eric

Description:

Development:

The PSTA was devised to help the speech clinician identify
those Children who will overcome theirArticulatory dif-
ficulties by grade three without professional assistance.

The initial groUp used in the development of this scale
-consisted-Cf 167 beginning-first-grade-children-in South-
western Michigan. All,were Judged, at that time, to have
functionally defective articulation.

Rel bility: A split-half reliability coeffici_ of .81 was reported
for 293 cross-validation subjects.

Little research has been done on the predictive validity
'of the PSTA. The authars of the test emphasize that
more research is needed.

Vali y:

Pub isher: Western Michigan University
Continuing Education Office
Kalamazoo, Michigan
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:Pre-Reading Screening Procedures'

Date: 1969

Author: Beth H. Slingerland

Grades Kr-1

Adminis tion: Group; 40 minutes

Descrip_ o The purpose of the PSP is to IdentIfy children who may
show indicationi of a "Specific Language Disability."
The test consists of seven subtests which evaluate audi-
tory, visual and visual-motor abilities. The manual
recommends using the PSP with the Metropolitan Readiness
Tests and the Pintner-0unningham Pri Test. Jamison
(7th MMY) recommended using one of the many readiness
or intelligence tests available for pre-readers - one
with more complete information. Eress (7th 1.1MY) stated
that the PSP merits consideration if much more data are
gathered through other tests and informal information.

Development: No information was reported in the manual.

Reliability: No information was reported in the manual.

Validity: No information was reported in the manual.

Publisher: Educator's Publishing Service, Inc.
75 Moulton Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
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-Title; School Kinder -rten Readiness Inventory

-Date:- 1971

Author: Margaret E. Green
4

gel Grade K

nis tion: Individu 0 minutes

Description: The PKRI (also called the "Chula Vista") was developed
lor the purpose of measuring abilities-and skills
regarded as important for school success:A. It is pre-
jerably administered by the claseroom teacher. Examples
of skills surveyed are social and numerical awareness*
motor performance-, direetion awareness, letter recog-
nition, and body image'awareness. ThelICRI is easy_:to
administer; a_few easily located materials are reqUired.
The manual gives-suggestions for interpretation of reeults
of fall,or spring assessment. In the revised-edition,
certain items are weighted tO prodUce a possible score
of 100.

Development: lle PKRI was developed in the Chula Vista City School
District, Chula Vista, California. The districtwill
furnish score analysea of approximately 40,000 individuailY----
Administered tests upon request. The PKRI was administered
to approxiMately 2,000 students in 23 Chula Vista Schools
in MO, 1969. Approximately 20% were Spanish' 75% other
Caticasian, and 5% Black, Oriental, and other non-Caucasian.

Reliability: No information reported.

Validity: A correlation Of .83 was reported with the Metropolitan
Readiness Tests, .55 with the Cognitive Abilities Test
and .71 with the Cooperative Reading:rest.

Publishe Chula Vista City School District
84 East- ".1"i Street

Chula Vista',---talifornia 92012



Title: Preschool Language Scale

Date: 1969

Authors:, Irla Lee Zimmerman, Volette C. Steiner and Roberta L. Evatt

Range: Ages 11,r7

Administration: Individua 30 minutes

Description:. The PL$ is designed to evaluate developmental progress,
maturational language, strengths and deficiencies in
the language skills of young children. Itconsists of'
a series of auditory and verbal language taska at varioua
age levels. -BothStark (7th,NMY). and Ammons-(7th-MKT)-
suggeated avoiding the PLS as there Are better measures
more carefully.designed and with clear empiriCal evidence.

Development: No clear information was given regarding the development
of -the PLS.

Reliability: No information was reported.

Validity:. No information was reported.

Publisher: Charles E. Merrill Publidhing Company
1300 Alum'Creek Drive
Columbus, Ohio 43216



Title: Primary Visual Motor Test

Mary R. Haworth
4

4-8

71

Administration: IndividUal; 10-15 minutes

Description: The PVMT was designed to assess visual-motOr development
in theTpreschool and early priMery grades.- Itconsists
of 16 stimaluscards which the aubject*is asked_to re-
produce. The PVNT-is-intended7tObe a downward-.extension
of Bender-Gestalt concepts and method. Atcording to
Barclay (7th MMY) and Harris (7.th DRTY),7±01:,tajalloppeatij
to have merit for the aisessment orViSual-motor functions
'in young children; however, more data need to be gathered'.

Developm The standardization population consisted-of'100'children
at eadh year,from ages four thrOugh eight. The children
were selected so that parentardocupations were represen-
tative of the 1960 U.S. census figures.

Reliability: Interscorer reliabilities were reported between .82 and
.98 with au overall coefficient for all ages-of .97.
Test-retest reliability with a bean test interval of
52 days was .82.

a

Validity:

Publisher:

Some evidence of validity is reported with s- l samples.
Empirical evidence oUpredictive validity is limited.
ACtording to Harris, the main source of validity rests
on construct and "face" validity.

Grime and Stratton, Inc.
111 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10003



Pupil

1971

Helme R. Myklebust

Grades.3 -4

Adsinistration:

Desc iption:

Development:

Reliabil ty:

Validity:

Publisher:

72

Teacher-completed rating'scale; completion time not reported

The purpose of the Pupil_Rating_Scale is to sereen learning
disabled children. A score of 3 is average on the 5-point
scale. The five Areasevaluated are, Amditory ComprehensiOn"
Spoken Language,JPrientation, Motor Coordinationshd-.
Personal-Social Behavior.- The Author suggests that the
scores should not be used for diagnostic purposes. Law
scdres may Suggest further evatuation.

This scale resulted from a 5-year Northwestern University:
researdh project, which tested several Identification procedure
for selecting children with learning di6Abilities. Teachers
ratings were obtained for 2,000 third and fourth graders in
four unidentified large suburban sehool systems. The age rang
of the sample was 7 through 10 years with the majority being:
8 and 9.

No information was reported.

According to the manual, close agreement was found betwe-
results and results from "intensive diagnostic evluations.
The names of the diagnostic instruments were not mentioned
and no data were given.,

Grune and Stratton, Inc.
111 Fifth Avenue'
New York, New York 10003
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Title: Purdue Pere tual-Mo o ey

',.Eugene G. Roach and Newell C. Kephart

Ages:6 10

Adminis ation: Individual; 20 minutes

Deseription: The PPMS was deaigned to assess a child's ability iu jump-.
ins, identification of body parts* steppingstonea, chalk_
board 'Wake dud other activities. The purpose of the test
.is_to enable the teacher to identifiy children who: ate7i-
lacking perceputal-motor abilities. 4Accordingto TTnill
and Bartel:(1975), the.PPMS was probably neVerintendedfOr
use as a standardized instrument and would:be better:useV
as a,atructured informal deVice. The reviemt,in the Seventh
'mental .Measurement-Yearbook-are-conflicting. The interested
educator Should.consult this source for evaldative infarma-
tion.

.Developme_t, Two hundregichildren, grades one through four, Oho had no
known motor defects and had not been referred for achieve-
ment evaluation comprised the normative sample. These
children-were all from the same adhool system in Indiana.
Information on SES and sez is included in the manual.

Reliab&l

Val d ty:

Publisher:

A test-retest reliability coefficient of .95 for 30 subjects
was reported. Jamison_(7.th,MMY) and Nimmill and Bartel
(1975),feel this may be:spuriously high due to the rmal1
sample or extensive examiner training.

The concurr_nt validity coefficient.for total score On,
Kephart's original scale and teacher ratings was reportedly
.65.

Charles E. Harrill Publishing Company
1300 Alum Creek Drive
Columbus, Ohio 43216
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Titl Riley ArticulatIon and

Date: 1971

age Test

Author: Glyndon D. Riley
4 .

Range: Grades K-2

Administration: Individual; 3 minutes

Description: The RALT-was developed for the purpose of providing a
fast screening device to determine which children mast
need speech therapy. It is not as comprehenaive as other*
longer measures.

Develop The staudardidation population included 473 boys and girls
from kindergarten through grade two. The subjects were low
to middle socioeconomic level. Age, geogtaphid and ethnic
data are unspecified.

Reliability: A test-retest reliability coefficient of .81 for a one-week ,
interval was reported for 76 dhildren.

-Validity:

Screening Test.
The BALT correlated .75 with the Tem lin-Darley Art iculation

Publisher: Western Psychological Services
12031 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90025
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T Screening Tests for Identifying Ch ldren with Specific Language: Pliability

Date: '1970

Author: Beth H. Slingerland

Rang Grades 1-6

Administration: Group; 1 hour in 2 or 3 sess _, 4 levels (A, B, C, D_

Deseription: The Slingerland tests are designed to screen children
with "specific language disabilities who are in need of:,
special attention or reMediation" ACcording to Wepman
(7th MMY), emphasis ill placed onjlerceptual processes
in the auditory, visual and kinesthetic modalities rather
thanon conceptual processes Such as oral or written
interpretation, vocabulary, or.language patterns and
usage. Deno (7th NMY) suggested that more empirical
evidence-is needed before the tests-should be used for
'prediction or treatment.

1'

Development: No information was reported.in the manual.

Reliability: No information was reported in the manual.

Validity: No information was reported in the manual.

Publisher: Educator's Publishing Service, Inc.
75 Moulton Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
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title: Screening Test of Academic

\Date: 1966

Author A. Edward Ahr
4

Range: Ages 4

Administration:

Description;

Development:

Reliabilit

Validity:

Publisher:

to 6 years 5 mon hs

_-adiness

Group; 50-60 minutes

STAR was specifically designed to assess strengths and
weaknesses related to sehool readiness in presehool,and
beginning kindergarten children. Language and perfor-
mance activities are includech According to Huebner
(7th MMY) it would be best used as an initial sereening
device if supplemented by Other detecting and predictive
measures. Magoon and Cox (7th MMY) feel that there would
be little difference between the STAR and an IQ measure.

The norms were developed usini 1,500 preschool and kinder-
garten dhildren between four years and six yearsvfive
months from a suburban white population of middle- to
apper-elass families..

Test-retest reliabilities of .87 to .91 for. four- to
eight-week intervals were reported. Small samples were
used.

Correlations of .72 and .67 (Stanford-Binet) and .76
cfttropolitan Readiee_qa Tests) were reported.

Priority Innovations, Inc.
P.O. BoxL7.9.2

Skokie, Illinois 60076
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Title: 'Silent Reading Diagnostic Tests

Date: 1970

Authorsi Guy L. 2ond, Bruce Below and Cyril 3.

Grades 2-6

Administration: Group; 90 minutes in 2 or 3 sessions

77

Description: These tests were designed to help_the classroom teacher
analyze specific silent reading Abilities. The eight
tests included are: Words in Isolation, Words in Context
Visual-Structural Analysis, Syllabication, Word Synthesis
Beginning Sounds, Ending Sounds and Vowel and Consonant
Sounds. According to Bryant (7th HMT), these tests would
probably be supplemented by individual,tests. The tests
provide useful, though limited, diagnostic information.

The tests were standardized on 2,500 pupils described=as
representative of a population of approximately 38,000
pupils. The classes were from 10 cities In 3 states.

Development:

Reliability:

Validity:

Publisher:

Reliability coefficients of .80 to .95 were reported for
the subtests. Only four classrooms were used to compute
these coefficients.

No data for validity were

Lyons and Carnahan
Rand McNally
P.O. Box 7600
Chicago, Illinois 60680
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Titl Slosson Intelligence Te

Date: 1963

Author: Richard L. Slosson
4

Range: Ages 2 weeks and over

Administration: Individual; 10-20 minutes

Description: The SIT is designed to be a brief screening device of
mental ability. Items are based oa the Stanford-Binet
Intelligence Scale and Gesell Develo -entalSchedules.
The Chronological age for calculating:the IQ'does-not
exceed 16 years, thus liMiting the:test for use with
adults. Therd-ie-a-heaVy emphasis,on language skills,
thus making the SIT more difficult for_ehildren Who
havelanguage probleme-for cultural or individual reasons.This is especially tree-at the 2- to 4-year level. Ac-
cording to Hunt (7th MMY), one should not rely oh the SIT
in situations where important diagnostic decisions arerequired.

Developmen

Reliabi Y:

The manual contains little information about the con
tion of the SIT. The standardization sample was not
clearly described. The subjects were from New York; the
sample size was not given ia the description of the samp

A test-retest reliabilIty coefficient of .97 within :
month'interval was reported.

Validity: According to Himelstein (7th MMY), only one true validity
study was reported, showing correlations between the SIT

1 and Stanford-Binet ranging from .90 to .98. These may
be spuriously high since the SIT items for the ages ie-
ported (4-18) are Stanford-Binet adaptations.

Publisher: Slosson Educational Publications
140 Pine Street
East Aurora, New York 14052
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Title: Specific Language Disab lity Test

'Date: 1967

Author: Neia Malcomeeius

Range: Grades 6.8

Adminis ration: .Group; 1 hour in 1 or 2 sessions

79

DescriptiOn: This test is basically an upward extension of the Screen.
4ag TAsts
Disabilities by Slingerland. The reader is referred to
the summary of the Slinserland tests as the information_
on description, development, reliability and vailditi
areessentially the same..

Publisher: Educator's Publishing Servic
75 Moulton Street
Cambridge, Massadhusetts 02138
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Authors: I, L. Thurstone and Thelma Cwiun Thurstone

ge: Grades itadult; 6 levels

Administration: Group; 1 hour and 15 minutes

cription: The SRA PHA was designed to provide "multifactored aa
well as general intelligence:indices." The factors in-
eluded ere: Verbal Meaning, Number FacilityReasoning,
Perceptual Speed and Spatial Relations. The battery:for
adults is identical to the battery for:grades-1712except
for the iitle. Only one battery-(grades 44),:inCludea all
five factors. . According to Quereshi (7th AMY) anUSchutz
(7th MAY), the PEA is currently analogoUstothe Ford
Model A. It is a "Clasaical":batery but hes failed to
keep up with competing instruments.. ,Ploth reviewers re-
'comMen4-othertests-WhiCK-Ard-itipetier interms 6f tech
nical quality and functional utility.

Dev _p- n :The standardization sample consisted of 32,000:children,
;ages 4-20 from public schools in five regions of the
U.S. .Data regarding sex and ethnic groups were omitted.'

Reliability: Test-retest.coefficients based on administrations of
one-week and four-week intervals were.reportech The co-
efficients for the total Acores range between'.83 and .95.
The coefficients for individual factor scores vary consid-
erably from grade to grade Some fluctuations may be due
to litited sample sizes (14.to.34). PercePtual Speed and
Spatial Relations scores are more unstable than other
scores.

Publishex:

According to
presented in
scores.

ereshi (7th MAY), there is lIttle evidence
e technical report for the validity of PHA

ScIence Research- Associa
259 Petit Erie
Chicago, Illinois 60611
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Title: Stanford-Binet Intelligence See e, Third Revision

Date: 1964

Authors: Lewis M. Terman and Maud A. Merrill

Range: Age- 2 and over

mini. tion: Individual; 30-60 minutes; trained examiner

Description: The S-B is considered a measure of global or general
intelligence. The subject proceeds through successive
age levels as long as he is able to succeed in at least
one task at a given level. 'The test provides a measure_
of the mental age and an intelligence quotient. The
Wechsler IntellAgence_p_cale for Children has seemingly
surpassed the S-B in usage with older children. At pre-
sent; no major, well standardized, general intelligence
test of the point-scale type is available for children
between 30 months, the ceiling of the Baglty Scales,
and 48 months, the lowest age of the WPPSI (Fteides,
7th MMY). According to Freides, it is here that the S-B
serves a useful purpose today.

Development: In 1972, the S-B was administered to a stratified. national
ample of subjects from the ages of 2 years through 18
years. According to the publisher, the new norms tables
resulted from the impact of recent social and cultural
developments on test performance. These norms are avail-,aIle in a separate monograph.

Re ability: A discussion on reliability is included in the revised
manual (1973).

Validity: A disucssion on validity is included in the manual.

Publisher: Houghton MAllin Company
1900 South Batavia Avenue
Geneva, Illinois 60134
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Title: Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Revised

Date: 1974

Author: Devid Wechsler

Rangq: Ages 6 years .to 16 years, 11 mon hs

Adminiatration: Individual; 1 hour; trained examiner

Description: The WISC-R is one of three Wechaler Scales based on the
assumption that intelligence is global. These scales are
designed to assess intelligence at various age levels.
_The 1949 WISC was revised due to changing population,
,changing environmental influences, item ambiguity, and
various recommendations from those who had used the test
for a period of years. The revision was also due in
part to specific issues raised concerning test questions
which might be unfair to minority populations. Approxi;-

mately.one-third of the test items are new or represent-
substantial modifications. The WISC-R continues to include
verbal and performance tests and results in Verbali Per-
formance, and Full Scale IQ scores. The WISC-R cannot be
'administered with the-1949 WISC materials. According to
;Freides (7th MMY), the WISC is the best of the individual
iatelligence tests with special appeal in the separate
verbal and performance scales. Osborne (7th MMY) stated
that the MSC is the best intelligence test for children
six to thirteen. He also stated that it is a major accom-
plishment that the WISC has survived the indictments against
intelligence tests in general. According to Osborne_the_

W1SC is a "stable, general purpose individual intelligence
test and is a useful and valid Measure of Immediate or
present mental functioning." It remains to be seen if the

WISC-R will prove to be more useful aad valuable than the

WISC.

Development: The standardization population of the WISC-R consiste.UOf
a stratified sample of children ages 6 years, 6 months

through 16 years, 6 months. The sample included whites,

aS well as blacks and other nonwhite oups. The 1970

census data were used to specify a sole of 2,200 for the

six stratification variables. These six variables were age,
sex, race, occupation of head of household, urban-rural

residence and geographic region.

Reliability: Split-half and test-retest coefficients were reported in

the manual.

Validity: A correlation coefficient of .82 for 50 subjects was re-
ported between the WISC-R and the WPPSI Full,Scale IQs. A
correlation coefficient of .95 for 40 subjects was reported
between the WISC-R Full Scale and the WAIS Full Scale IQS.
Tbe averagecorrelations for four ages between the WISC-R



Publishe

Full Scale and the StanfordBinet was reported as .73.
The correlations in studies between the WISC-R and Stanford-
Binet have been similar to values obtained in studies in-
volving the 1949 WISC and St:-ford-Binet.

Psychological Corporation
304 East 45th Street
New York, New York 10017



Title: Stanfo d Early Scho-1 Achievement (Level I)

Date: 1969

Authors: Richard Madden and Eric F. Gardner

Range: Grades K-1

Adminis tion: Group; 1 hour and 30 minutes; 3-5 sessions

Description: The SESAT I was designed to provide a measure of the child's
cognitive abilities. According to the manual, the SESAT I
is not a readiness test. It consists of four subtests: The
Environment, Mathematics, Letter and Sounds and Aural-Com-
prehension. According to Hagen (7th MMY) and Mehrens (7th
MMY), the SESAT I should be useful in determining placement
and instruction.

Develo The final norm sample consisted of 8,300 kindergarten pupils
and 11,100 first graders in 27 states. The school systems
were selected to be representative in location, sizeand
socioeconomic level.

Reliability: Split-half reliabilities were reported ranging from -.76 to
.85.

Validity: No information was reported.

Publisher: Harcourt Brace JoVanovich
Test Department
757 Third Avenue
New York,.New York 10017
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Title: Stanford Diagnostic Arithmetic Test

Date: 1966
,

Authors: Leslie S. Beatty, Richard Madden, and Eric F. Gardner

Range: Grade 2.5-8.5

Administration:

Description:

Development:

1'

Reliability:

Validity:

Publisher:

2 levels

Group; 2 hours, 50 minutes in 6 sessions (Level
3 hours, 50 minutes in 7 sessions (Level II)

The SDAT was designed to identify and diagnose specific
weaknesses in arithmetic. The focus is on an understand
ing of properties of the number system and on computation.
It is intended to be given early in the school year. Ac-
cording to Rogers (7th MMY), there is little research on
the effectiveness of Arm* diagnostic arithmeitc tests.
He cautions users concerning the use and interpretation
of.the SDAT.

The standardization population consisted of 8,000 pupils
in four school systems. The extent to which this sample
represents the national school population is not defined.

Split-half reliability coefficients were reported at eadh
grade fin all subtests. The r-,liabilities ranged from
.89 to .98 for total scores. Several subtest reliabilities
were ih the .70's while two were .57 and .60.

Most of the correlations between the OAT and the _Stau:nrd7
Achievement Tests are high for measuring achievement. No
evidence of diagnostic validity is provided.

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
Test Department
757 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017
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Title: Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test

Date: 1968

Authors: Ejorn Ka 1

Range: Grades 2.5-8.5; 2 levels

Richard Madden and Eric F. Gardner

Admini ration: Group; 2 hours and 20 minutes in 4 sessions (Level 1);
1 hour and 30 minutes in.3 sessions (Level 11)-
2 forms for each level

Description: The $DRT is composed of seven sub eats on ehe Level I test
and eight on Level II._ Both.leve s contain-comprehensioni---
vocabulary, sound discrimination, syllabication and blend-
ing. Level I measures general comprehension only, While
Level II measures literal and inferential comprehension.
Themsnual advises teachers against using individual items
for diagnosis.

Development: An item analysis was conducted oa 15 000 pupils in five
states. The standardization population consisted of
12,000 pupils from six sdhool systems. Very little other
information was given.

Reliabili

V dity:

Publisher:

Split-half reliabilitie_ were reported ranging from .87
for grade 5 to .94 for grade 3.

Validity of the SDRT was discu_ ed; how -e , almost no
data were reported.

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
Test Department
757 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017
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Title: Standard Reading inventory

Date: 1966

Autho-_ Robert A. McCracken

Range: Grad-- 1-7

Administration: individual 30 minutes; 2 alternate forms

Description: This inventory consists of eleven stories for oral reading
eight stories for silent reading, and eleven word lists
for measuring sight vocabulary. The test is designed to
measure word_recognition in isolation and context,-errors-
in oral reading, comprehension, word meaning and speed of
oral and silent reading. According to H.A. Robinson (7th
MMY), the SRI would be useful as a rough, semidiagnostic
tool It would provide more information about the reading
process than would a group standardized silent reading
Aeit.

Dayel This test is not standardized and there was no
about specific norming procedures.

Reliability: Alternate-form reliabilities ranged from .86 to .81 for
the level scores and .68 to .99 (median .93) for the
subtest scores.

Validity:

Publisher:

A discussion of content validity is included in the manual.
Content validity was obtained through a) vocabulary control;
b) baaing sentence length, content, and general style on
three basal reading series and c) the use of Spache and
Dale-Chall readability formulas.

Klamath Printing Company
320 Lowell.Street
Klamath Falls, Oregon 97601



Title: Templin-Darley Tests of ArL _u ion

Date: 1969

Authors: Mildred C. Templin and Frederic L. Da ey

Ages 3 and over

Administration: Individual; 5 minutes for screening t 20 minutes for
total diagnostic test

Desc ip on: The TDTA may be used as a screening device (50 items) or
as a diagnostic instrument (141 items). According to
Haller (7th )MY), the 1969 TDTA is prObably " . . the
best published clinical measure of phoneme acquisition
in terms of its rationale, the variety and quality of
normative data, and flexibility. Its apparent limitations
are-common to most articulation tests."

Development: The norms in the 1969 edition werellased on data gathered
in 1957 for the firpt editian. The items were administered
to 480 children.ages 3 through 8. The subjects were White,
average intelligence, with no gross hearing loas, and were
enrolled in 14 public schools-and 21 nursery schools in
Minneapolis and St. Paul. The subjects were selected to
be representative of the U.S.,:-urban population.

Reliability: Test-retest reliability coefficents of .93 to .99 on
single age groups between 2 and 5 years old for a 8-day
interval were reported.

Validity:

I

Publisher:

The manual contains Some information on valid ty.

Bureau of Educational Research and Service
Division of Extension and University Services
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52240
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Ti le: Utah Test of Language Development

Date: 1969

Autbo Berlin J. Mecham, 3. Lor n Jex and J. Dean Jones

Range: Ages I year, 5 months to 14 years 5 months

Administration: Individual; 30-45 minutes

Description: The UTLD is a test.of general level of language function-
ing in normal or handicapped Children. It tests expressive
and receptive language skills. It also contains items
that test conceptual development. The test Should prob--
ably not be given to children with visual-perception prob-
lems, inner-city children, or children of minority racial
or ethnic groups. According to Butler (7th MMY), the UTLD
is'a-useful screening device of language skills, especially
at the preschool level.

Develop The standardization population consisted of 273 normal
white subjects, ages 1 year, 6 months to 14 years, 5
months. All socioeconomic levels were represented.

Reliability: A split-half reliability coefficient of .93 was reported.

Validity: According to the authors, test items have "face" vel7Wty
as they were selected from previouSly standarized sov.,ces.

Publisher: Communication Research Associates, Inc.
Salt Lake City, Utah

9 1
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Title: Valett Developmental Survey of Basic Learning Abilities

Date: 1966

Author: ,Robert E. Valett

Range: Ages 2-7

Administration: Individual; 60 minutes

Description: The Valett_Survey consists largely of a selection and
adaptation of items from other scales such as those by
Gesell, Kephart, Binet, Prostig and Wechsler. There are
233-tasks covering seven basic areas: motor integration
and physical development, tactile discrimination, auditory
discrimination, visual-motor coordination, visual discrim-
ination, language development and verbal fluency, and con-
ceptual development. According to the manual, the survey
results are to be used to determine if further diagnostic
evaluation is uteded'and to plan an educational program
for the child. Ruth (7th MMY) stated that most users
would have difficulty scoring the items, as directions in
the manual are inadequate. Mann (7th )MY) and Ruth both
comment on the frequent violations of educational test
standards in the development of this device.

Dvelopnt. No clear rationale was presented for the selection or age-
level assignment of items. No information wus offered on
normative sample or the appropriateness of item placement.

Reliabil ty: No information was repo -ed.

Validity: No information was reported.

Publisher: Consulting Psychologists Press, Inc.
577 College Avenue
Palo Alto, California 94306
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Da

Vane Kinder arteL T

1968

Author: Julia R. Vane

Range: Ages 4 years to 6 years, 11 months

Administration: Two parts may be group administered; one part must be
administered individually; 30 minutes; trained examiner

Description: The purpose of the VET is to "evaluate the intellectual
and academic potential end behavior adjustment of 'young
Children." The three parts included are a perceptual
motor subtest, a draw-a-man subtest and a vocabulary
subtest. The vocabulary subtest is administered indiv
Cually. All three subtests contain Items similar to
those widely used in tests for young children.

Development: The norms are based on 400 subjects, all from New York and
New Jersey. The sample is representattve of rural-urban,
white-honwhite, and occupational groups.

Rellabil y: Test-retest reliability coefficient were .97 after one
week and .88 after five months, for small, undefined
samples.

Validity: The VKT correlated .76 with the Stanford-Binet given to
212 subjects with the tests given two years apart.

Publisher: Clinical Psychologists Publishing Company, Inc.
4 Conant Square
Brandon, Vermont 05733
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Title: Vineland Social Maturi y Scale

Date: 1965

Autho Edgar A. Doll

Range: Birth to adult

Administration: Individual; 20-30 minutes

Description: The Vineland is an informant-interview technique used
for the screening and diagnosis of degree or level of
social competence. Items are arranged in order of
increasing average difficulty in six areas: self-help
(general, eating and dressing), self-direction, occupa-
tion, communication, locomotion, and socialization. The
parent, teacher, or counselor scores each of.117 items.
Although a Social-Age Value up to 30 years may be obtained,
the scale is mnre frequently used with young children.
According to Cruickshank (4th MY) and Teagarden (4th
MMY), the Vineland can add to clinical insights regarding
an individual.

Development: The standardization sample was from the eastern U.S.
. The nords are based on 20 normal subjects at eaCh,of 31

age levels, a .total of 620 subjects.

Reliability: Test-retest coefficients reportedly ranged between .94
and .99 based on 1.35 years between tests.

Validity: According to the publisher s informatIon, if the range
of informants about the child's behavior is increased

1

from parents to educational and psychological personnel,
agreement of evaluation correlated .92.

Publisher: American Guidance Service
Falisher's Building
Circle Pines, Minnesota 55014
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Title: Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence

Date: 1967

Author: David Wechsler

Range: Ages 4-61/2

Administration: Individual; 50-60 minutes trained examiner

Description: The WPPSI is, in a sense, a downward extension of the
WISC and is also designed to assess a child's global
intelligence. It is similar in many ways to the other
Wechsler Scales.. It results in Verbal, Performance eqd
Full Scale IQ scores. It contains five verbal and five
performance subtests. Some of the subtests and items have
been adapted from the WISC for use with younger Children.
According to Eichorn (7th my), "the WPPSI is the best
standardized and most up-to-date individual test available."
However, due to an inadequate floor (at the lower end of
the'scale) it Is not appropriate to.use for differentiating
among the moderate and severely retarded.

Development: The standardization population consisted of 600 boys and
600 girls, stratified with-respect to geographic region,
urban-rural residence, and father's occupation based on
the 1960 census. Both white and nonwhite subjects were
included.

Reliab 1

Validity:

Publ4 slier:

Test-retest reliability coeffIcients were reported for
the Verbal (.86), Performance (.89) and Full Scale IQ
(.92) from a sample of 50 children retested after an
average of eleven weeka. Split-half coefficients were
reported at each age level for every subtest except
Animal House. The average split-half reliability coeffi-
cients were .94 (Verbal), 093 (Performance) and .96 (Full
Scale).

A correlation coefficient of .76 with the Btanford7Binet
was reported for 100 five- to six-year olds. The Verbal
IQ correlated more highly with the Stanford-Binet than did
the Performance IQ. Correlations were also reported with
the PPVT and the Pictorial Test of Intelli ence.

Psychological Corporation
304.East 45th Street
New York, New York 10017



Title: Wide Range Achievement Test

Date: 1965

Authors: J.F. Jastak, S.R. Jast
4

Range: Ages 5-adult; 2 levels

Adminis ation: Individual; 20-30 minutes

S.W- Bijou

Description: The WRAT wasdesigned as a method to assess reading (word
recognition and pronunciation), written spelling and arith-
metic computation. Merwin (7th )Y) felt that the WRAT is
potentially useful in a clinical setting but is impractical
for general school use. According to Thorndike (7th )MY),
the test might be valuable in a clinical or research set-
ting but he would hesitate to recommend it ler other pur-
poses.

Development: A group of 5,800 children and adults from seven states
comprised the standardization population. The authors
stated that "no attempt was made to obtain a rePreaentative_
national samplin "

Split-half reliability coefficients of .98-.99 were reported.
Reviewers Merwin and Thorndike question these figures as
certain,features of the WRAT design tend to inflate split-
half reliabilities. Correlations between Level 1 and
Level 2 were reported in the range of .05 to .90/

Validity: The manual has a section concerning validity. However,
Thorndike stated that it is "hard to reconcile these stat -
ments with each other or with the usual concepts of test-t-
validation." Merwin is also highly critical of the narra-
tive on validity.

Publisher: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
7555 Caldwell
Chicago, Illinois 60648



Title: What I Like to Do

Date: 1954

9

Authors Marcella R. Bonsall, Charles E. Meyers and Louis P. Thorpe4

Grades 4-7

Adminis ration: Individual inventory; 40 minutes

Description: What I_Like_to Do_ is an interest inventory which yields
an interest pattern in eight areas of in-sdhool and out-
of-sehool activities. These areas are: art, music, social
studies, active play, quiet play, manual arts, home artIv
and science. The purpose of the inventory Is to provide
a means of identifying pupil interests so they may be
used in guidance and instruction.

The standardization population was stratified for grade,
sex, urban-rural, SES and geographic region. Thirty-eight
hundred children from 33 states and 51 schools were admin-
istered the inventory.

Reliability: Coefficients of reliability for the eight areas for boys
and girls in each grade ranged from .70 to .97.

Validity: No data were reported on validity. The manual inaltides a
discussion of the item selection procedures.

Publisher: Science Research Associates
259 East Erie
Chicago, Illinois 60611
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Title: Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests

Date: 1973

Author: Richard W. Woodcock

Range: Grades K-12

Administration: lndiv dual; 20-30 minute two forms

Description: The WRMT is a battery of five criterion-referenced reading
tests. The tests are letter LdentifiCation, word identifi7
cation, word attack, word comprehension, and passage doto
prehension. The emphasis of test Interpretation is on
predicted individual performance, rather than comparisoa
with others.

Develo meat: Item oilalysis was based oa 35,000 individually adnnistered
tests to subjects in kindergarten through grade 12 In
Illinois., Michigan, Minnesota and Tennessee-. Normative
data were obtained,on 5,000 subjects selected from a strati-
fied_random sampling plan from across the U.S.

Rellab lity: Split-half reliabilities were computed for.850 pupils In
grades one, four and ten. Reliabilities for the five
testsrfell-between .90 Aad .99. Total test score reli-
ahilities fell in the .97 to .99 range. Test-retest
reliahilities with alternate forms ranged from ,68 to .97.
The tests were given to 200 pupils in grades two and seven
with one week intervening.

Publisher: ,American Guidance Service, Inc.
Publisher's Building
Circle Pines, Minnesota 55014
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